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Against The Current









Laiva was sitting on her bed, her head rested on her knees and
her arms wrapped tightly around her legs. She had tried to
get some sleep, but after tossing and turning for an hour she
had given up and settled on staring at her feet and waiting. In
her mind she could still hear them laughing. She had thought
of them as friends, but no friends could be that cruel; their
laughter had cut deeper than any knife and it was still hurting.

The cruellest of themhad beenmummy. She, too, had been
laughing and that was much worse than all the others. Could
she even imagine how much that hurt? Did she even care?

Only because she was a woman, or almost at any rate; she
was nearly nine after all. So what? Her mummy was a woman,
too, and she was the best of all. No, she wasn’t; she was the
worst of all, but it didn’t matter. She was better than any of
the boys and they got to go. It was only fair that she would be
allowed to go too. And she would.

Three days of crying had been enough to drain her of every
single tear she had had in her, but it hadn’t taken her resolve
with it, only laid it bare. If they didn’t allow her to go with the
boys she would go alone. She wasn’t going to ask permission
and shewasn’t going to give them a chance at holding her back
either. She had figured everything out.

The last of the patrons had left the inn three hours ago,
give or take, and by now even her parents had gone to bed.
That ought to give her a head start of several hours before any-
body even knew she was gone.

She raised her head and for a moment the moonlight res-
ted upon her face, her big brown eyes glistening in it. It
wasn’t the glister of tears, however, even though they still
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were somewhat red from all the crying. It was the glister of
polished stone, radiating with the unyielding defiance of inner
strength. Then she swivelled her body away from the window
and the face was veiled by shadow once more.

Carefully, she lowered her toes onto the floor. The wood
gave way under her weight as she pushed herself off the bed,
but the worn planks gave only the faintest of sounds. Laiva
held her breath and listened, but there was no other sound
safe the odd animal cry outside and the faint snoring of her
parents. She breathed out. If her parents caught her, they’d
probably lock her in until it was too late, or keep such a tight
eye on her that it wouldn’t make any difference. That mustn’t
happen, that just mustn’t happen.

As quietly as possible she shed her night gown and slipped
on her day clothes: trousers and shirt of soft, brown linen as
well as a light leather vest against the chilly night air. She
didn’t put her boots on, though, out of fear that even the soft
soles would make too much noise; she couldn’t risk it. Instead
she tied the laces together and strung them around the neck,
then pulled the backpack out from under her bed and slung it
over her shoulders.

She had already packed it during the day, when the noise
from the taproom below drowned any she made. Most of it
were clothes, but there alsowere a couple of thingsmore likely
to clatter when not packed carefully. Especially the cardboard
box with her collection of odds and ends needed some serious
padding.

She sneaked to the door, turned around and meant to give
her room a final glance before leaving when her look came to
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rest on her ruffled bad. Normally she wouldn’t have cared,
what was the point of making your bed when you were going
tomess it up again in a few hours of time, but now that she was
leaving for good, it just felt wrong to leave it that way. She put
her backpack and shoes down. It was something she just had
to do.

*

Laiva wasn’t as unobserved as she would have it, though. Out-
side, in a narrow cleft between two buildings, a pair of eyes
was fixed on her window, watching any ever so small move-
ment visible behind the glass. It was a carefully selected spot,
overlooking a good portion of the inn, yet so thick with shad-
ows that even the full moon shied from it. A spot to observe
without being observed.

*

Laiva gave her room a last glance and slowly pressed down the
door handle. She held her breath and gave the door a hesit-
ant little push. The hinges, those impossible hinges she just
knew her daddy forgot to oil on purpose, creaked so loud, the
only thing still louder was the pounding of her heart. She
gulped. There was not a chance her parents had not heard
that, could they? They would throw the door open any mo-
ment, and daddy would give her that disappointed look… But
nothing happened and Laiva slowly gained new hope. Maybe,
just maybe she could still make it. Maybe there still was a
chance.
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Carefully she pushed the door open, an inch at a time, each
time holding her breath, waiting, listening and fearing her
parents had heard it this time, until finally the gap was large
enough for her to slip through. She stuck her head out into
the hall, but it was deserted. For a moment she remained mo-
tionless, listening for any tell-tale sound, but all she could hear
was her own heartbeat, drowning out even the snoring of her
parents.

She let the pack slide down her arms and stepped into the
hallway, pulling the backpack after her through the gap. It
was a tight fit, but somehow she managed without having the
door creak any more. Once it was through, she shouldered it
and then ventured on, taking care to place the whole length
of her foot on the ground with every step. Tiptoeing made far
too much noise on a wooden floor, but this way the well worn
planks stayed silent.

Just as she passed the door to her parents’ bedroom, the
snoring stopped; Laiva’s heart missed a beat. For what seemed
like an eternity she didn’t dare to move, didn’t even dare to
breath, but then there was a low grunt, the sound of someone
shifting in bed and finally the snoring picked up again. Very
silently she started breathing again.

After that it was only a few more steps to the stairs, and,
taking to the edges of the steps to keep them from creaking,
she made it to the kitchen without anything else happening.
She only just stopped herself from calling out in surprise.

Even at the height of summer the stone floor was freezing
cold, or at least it felt like ice to her bare feet. She heaved a
sigh; that had been a very close shave.
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She quickly put down the boots and pulled her socks out
of them, put them on quickly and donned the boots as well.
Now, that was much better. When she was little, her mummy
had always put a rag on the floor for her to sit on. She had
dragged it all over the place, with an unerring instinct where
it, and her, would get into the way most. Mummy had only
smiled and walked around her; the kitchen of an inn was large
enough for that.

Even for an inn it was a rather large affair, with long work
benches on two sides, an actual sink and a fireplace large
enough for her to stand inside. But then a fair amount of the
family life took place in the kitchen; she even had been born
in here.

Laiva pulled a chair up to the fireplace and fetched the
pantry key from the ledge above it. It wasn’t as if she couldn’t
open the pantry door without a key, all you had to do was push
just the right spot and shove, but she couldn’t risk the feeble
lock breaking. Again. It was easy enough to put back together,
but the noise of it crashing onto the stone floor could be heard
in the whole house.

She unlocked the pantry door and pushed it open, reveal-
ing a little staircase that led down into darkness. When shewas
little, she had been scared of the pantry, making a wide berth
around the door even when it was locked, but that was long
past. Down there was just a large, windowless cellar cramped
with all kinds of food and, of course, enough ale, wine and spir-
its to last the whole of the village for months. Old Tubby used
to say that the village tavern running out of alcohol was worse
a fate than death, but for one thing she didn’t quite follow him
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down that road – or any other for that matter – and for an-
other that would never happen. Anyway, the biggest threat
down there were probably the large hams hanging from the
ceiling.

She quickly mumbled a few syllables, concentrated a mo-
ment, and a small point of light appeared in front of her, im-
buing the surroundings with a warm glow; that should do.
Then she went down the stairs, the light hovering in front of
her.

*

In the narrow cleft between the two buildings, something
stopped chewing at the remains of an overly curious rat, and
trained its pair of big brown eyes onto the kitchen window.
The waiting was almost over.

*

Laiva pushed bread and cheese into her backpack and replaced
the pantry key, then put the chair back and went into the tap-
room. Instantly the smell of stale ale engulfed her, but she
hardly noticed. It was a part of the room as the counter and
the benches were; she hadn’t known it any other way. Except,
of course, for that one time her mummy had tried to get the
smell out; it had taken her litres of vinegar and then weeks to
get that smell out.

She shook thememory off andwent to the counter. Most of
the space under it was filled with bottles and cups and glasses,
but there also was the box for the change and daddy’s dagger.
She didn’t consider taking themoney even for amoment – that
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would have been stealing – but she hoped that daddy wouldn’t
be too mad at her for taking the dagger. There was only so
much she could do with her little hunting knife.

She tied the sheath to her belt, then went to the door and
grabbed awater bottle and her bow and arrows from the board
next to it. The heavy bolts moved slowly and with an air of
gravity, almost as if wanting to warn her against leaving, but
Laiva wasn’t going to let herself stop by a door. She kept push-
ing until the bolts had slid all the way to the side and pushed
the door open.

*

The small figure of the girl slipped out, hesitated a moment,
but then closed the door behind her and hurried towards the
well in the middle of the village square. The winch made
hardly any noise at all, but she seemed jumpy nevertheless,
looking around all the time.

In the small gap between the buildings, something moved
further into the shadows. It was unlikely she had seen any-
thing – probably she was only afraid to be found out by her
parents – but it was better to take no risk.

Meanwhile the girl had filled her water bottle andwas hur-
rying north, towards the forest. When she was almost out of
view, the shadows stirred and a figure emerged from it, intan-
gible at first, but growing lighter andmore substantial quickly,
until the full moon revealed the form of a large wolf, carrying
a large envelope in its mouth. For a few seconds it bathed its
dark grey fur in the moonlight, the thin silver line around its
neck shining almost like a silver necklace. Then it shoved the
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envelope under the door the girl had come from before trot-
ting down the road after her.

*

The sounds of the nightly forest were nothing new to Laiva. On
every evening, when the noise of the village had finally died
down and the last drunk had left the pub for home, she had
heard it. At times, when she couldn’t sleep, she had sat up
in bed, wrapped her blanket tightly around her and listened.
Many an alien cry there had been and Laiva had let her ima-
gination fill in the pictures, fill them with life. Many a beast
she had met this way, warm and snug in the safety of her bed.

Now things were different. The sounds were the same, but
instead of the safety of her bed there was intimidating dark-
ness, large trees obscuringwhatever beast theremight be after
her. The forest was scary enough in its own, but Laiva was
terrified. Every owl’s cry made her jump, even though she
knowwhat it was, and there were plenty of things she couldn’t
identify.

Laiva fastened her grip on the dagger. She didn’t care
whether or not it made sense, at least she had a grip on some-
thing. She wished someone was with her, someone to tell her
that everything was all right, someone to protect her. She
wished she was home. Running away from home didn’t seem
such a good idea after all.

Not that it mattered much. She wouldn’t reach home until
dusk even if she turned back now. Besides, if she gave up now
they had all been right, all those who had been laughing at
her. She had made up her mind and she was going to do it, no
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matter what. Even if it was the last thing she did. Which Laiva
really hoped it wasn’t going to be.

There had been far toomanymenwhowent into the forest
and never got the chance to tell their tale. Her uncle for one.
The grown-ups had been whispering, but she had heard it any-
way: They had only found his ring, a family heirloom; he’d
rather have died than taken it off. And the blood on it had told
its own tale.

*

It was a clear summer night and despite the moon standing
high, it did nothing to diminish the sparkle of the myriads of
diamonds sparkling next to it. Far below, the dark sea of leaves
lay silent, motionless except for the odd ripple in its surface
when the wind gently stroked its surface.

The surface wasn’t unbroken, however. A dark line exten-
ded along its surface, far too straight to be merely a coincid-
ence, but only from it could be seen for what it was. Amidst
themighty giants of the forest a chasm opened, threatening to
devour anything that dared venture into it. Indeed the moon-
light put little effort into descending it, leaving the better part
of the trunks forming it to dwell in darkness. Only little of the
light went astray and ventured into the depths of the abyss, as
if afraid to disturb the road at its bottom. Disturbance, how-
ever, was already on its way.

Laiva knew she was in trouble the moment she heard the
cry. She was pretty sure it belonged to a bird, but it sounded so
utterly alien that she wondered. The meaning, however, was
out of question. The moment the cry had echoed through the
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forest all noise suddenly died away, but she didn’t need that to
tell her what it meant.

For a moment she stood petrified, not daring to move.
Laiva listened into the darkness, but the only thing she could
hear was the throbbing of her heart. Then her mind regained
control and instinctual fear was replaced with rational one.
Bewildered she noticed that she had started walking again.
Well, that was probably as good as anything and moving away
fromwhatever had caused the alarm sure beat the alternative.
After all there was no reason that alarm was relevant to her in
any way, was there? Unfortunately she had never been very
good at fooling herself…

*

In the darkness of the forest the handsomely reddish fur was
no more than a dark and dirty grey. Not that anyone would
have seen the wolves by day. They were creatures of the night,
not so out of necessity, but choice and embraced the darkness
like a lover – and darkness cared for its children. And tonight
it was giving them a very special treat.

Admittedly, there wasn’t much flesh on the girl, but the
thought alone of ripping the tender flesh apart was making
the lead wolf salivate. Plus she would be easy prey; they had
already circled her and the stupid thing still hadn’t noticed
them. It could already taste the warm blood in its mouth.

For a last time it judged the distance to the girl’s back, then
tensed its muscles and jumped. It was already on top of her,
could almost taste the blood in itsmouthwhen the girl whirled
around and in an arc brought her armup against him. Thewolf
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felt blood filling its mouth, but instead of the sweet liquor it
had longed for there was only the bitterness of its own cursed
juice. That hadn’t been part of the plan.

*

In one fluid motion Laiva pulled her dagger from its sheath
and spun around her axis, pushing the blade as far from her
body as her arm allowed. The metal described a wide arc, in-
discriminately cutting through air and flesh. Almost dancing
Laiva sidestepped, letting the massive body of the wolf crash
into the ground some feet from her.

The manoeuvre caught the wolves completely by surprise.
Dumbstruck they stared at their leader until the stench of
blood reached their nostrils, filling their hearts with rage,
minds with fury and eyes with madness. As one they turned
to throw themselves at the girl – but the girl was gone.

*

Laiva hadn’t waited for the wolves to come to their senses.
Without transition she went from tumbling to running, not
wasting any time on coming to a halt first. Within a blink of
the eyes she had left thewolves behind and darted through the
trees, no longer caring about the road or even where she was
going.

It wasn’t until she heard the angry howl, before Laiva real-
ised running away wasn’t much of a solution. She skidded to
a halt and threw her back against a particularly large tree, the
trunk wide enough to cover her back as well as a wall would
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have. Unfortunately that left her complete front open for at-
tack. On the tree shewould have been out of reach, but none of
the trees had low enough branches to climb them in a hurry. If
only she had anything to defend herself with. The dagger was
far too short to induce fear… Fire! She needed fire!

She started reciting the spell, careful not to confuse any
syllables. Messing the spell up was unlikely to do anything at
all, much less to harm her, but she doubted that there would
be the time for second try; she could already hear the wolves
drawing closer.

The spell was easy enough, though; she had mastered it
years ago. Laiva lively remembered how proud she had been
when she had finally got it working. Her mum on the other
hand hadn’t been too happy, not after she had accidentally set
the table on fire anyway.

Laiva focused on a dry branch lying before her and the or-
ange and violet sparks that had so far played around her fin-
gers flew towards it. The wood started to smoke and small
flames erupted from its surface; a moment later the branch
was ablaze.

It hadn’t been a moment too soon either. The wolves had
just caught up with her and were about to throw themselves at
Laiva when the fire came into life. A wave of primordial fear
run along their spines and made the hair on their backs stand
up. Slowly they backed off.

Laiva sighed. Safe – for the moment. She pushed some
twigs and leaves into the fire and leaned back, letting her back
slide down the tree trunk. She hugged her shins and let her
head sink onto her knees. It wouldn’t be too hard to keep the
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fire going for some time, a couple of hours at least, but after
that… She didn’t allow herself to finish the thought. She didn’t
want to. For now the wolves kept well away from the fire, even
if they were still there. Waiting. Watching. The glow of their
cold yellow eyes gave them away.

A thought struck her; the fire kept her out of the reach of
the wolves, but that didn’t mean the wolves were out of her
reach as well, did it? Slowly she took out her bow and slipped
the sinew into place. The wolves didn’t move. She selected
an arrow and put it on. The wolves still didn’t move. Laiva
raised the bow, yanked the arrow back and released it. A high
pitched yelp was the answer and a pair of eyes had gone. To
her horror, however, they quickly reappeared, accompanied
by a low, very definite growl. The bow dropped from Laiva’s
hand. She was sure she had hit; the arrow had gone straight
for the spot between the eyes. The very eyes that were just
coming closer. She shuffled to her feet just in time to see the
creature stepping into the light of the fire.

Laiva gulped. She recognised the creature, but it couldn’t
be. It mustn’t! She had killed it back on the road! It had been
dead! A single word escaped her lips as she made the connec-
tion. It was hardly a whisper, not audible by anyone but her-
self, but it said more than a thousand others could have.

‘Werewolves.’
Laiva glanced down. Her bowwas still lying on the ground.

Not that it mattered. Cold fear filled every part of her body.
Laiva trembled. She closed the eyes and waited for the end.

*
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Time passed. And nothing happened. Seconds passed like
hours, or maybe hours passed; Laiva couldn’t tell. Finally she
reached the point when she couldn’t stand it any longer and
hesitantly she opened her eyes. She blinked. The wolf was still
standing in the same place as before. It didn’t seem to have any
ambitions to attack either; just stood there as if held back by an
invisible wall. It took Laiva a few moments to realise it wasn’t
even looking at her; it was staring at the fire. The werewolf
was morbidly afraid of fire!

She couldn’t help grinning. She couldn’t help giggling. She
couldn’t help laughing. All the dread that had rested heavily
upon her heart left in a volley of laughter. It was just toomuch.
And Laiva would have laughed until she was completely ex-
hausted, hadn’t it been for the look. The werewolf was looking
straight at her and it was… Well, it shouldn’t have been pos-
sible for a wolf’s mouth to do that, but it was definitely smil-
ing. Unnervingly. It was still waiting and while it was wait-
ing the little wood that nurtured the fire was slowly burning
down. The situationhadn’t changed at all; shewas still trapped
and the wolves were still waiting and the fire was still the only
thing that stopped them from ripping her to pieces. And on
top of that anything she had to defend herself had just turned
out to be useless.

As far as she knew the only thing that could really hurt
them was silver. That and chopping their head off. She got
that one off a man in the pub. He had been making a living of
hunting monsters, or at least he had said he did – and he knew
what he was talking about. People bragging or telling stories
acted… differently. You got a feeling for that with time.
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‘Girl,’ he had said, ‘silver’s optional. Stops em regenerat-
ing, ye see, but can’t do that without a head either, can ya?
Chop it off and it’s a goner. Works on anything with a head,
werewolves no exception.’

Laiva hadn’t asked about the things without a head. Some
things are better left unanswered and shewas somewhat afraid
that he would have answered that one; knowing that there
were things without a head had been quite enough to give
her nightmares. Nightmares of headless things chasing her
through the woods, their acid stench in her neck and claws
tearing at her clothes… Even now the mere thought made her
shudder. Though she would rather have those nightmares for
the rest of her life than the one she was in right now.

Did she honestly believe she could get out of this in one
piece? The werewolves were going to tear her apart before
she even got close enough to stab them, not tomention cutting
their heads off. On the road she had had surprise on her side
– and she had been lucky. You didn’t have to be particularly
bright to work that out, and she was bright. Everyone said so.

In any case bright enough to know that the one thing she
needed were silver arrows; which didn’t help at all. She had
only ever seen them once. Isrin had shown them around in
the inn one evening. He had come across them among other
things… and bits, as he put it, at which point daddy had given
him one of his not-in-front-of-the-child looks. It had been
three days since the monster hunter had left.

And even Isrin hadn’t held on to them. She knew for sure,
because he had been bragging how good a deal he had struck
when he returned from his next trip to the city. When he
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settled his bill she had seen the shimmer of gold in his pouch;
most people in the village only ever had copper. Well, ex-
cept for the ornaments and trinkets, but those were only silver
plated inmost cases anyway… except that silver plating should
do, shouldn’t it?

*

The light of the fire stood like a beacon against the darkness of
the forest, and like a beacon it drew attention to it; its attend-
ants were already gathering.

On first look there was nothing unusual about them; they
looked pretty much like one foot high deer. Admittedly they
were a bit on the short side, but that didn’tmake themunusual,
or at least notmuch. On second look however…On second look
the tail moved just a bit too much like a snake, the body was
just a bit too lean, the legs ended in just a bit too many spidery
digits, four instead of each hoof, and the head just looked a lot
more like something out of a nightmare than it ought to, sport-
ing pupil-less black eyes, large ears each as big as the rest of
the head and instead of the snout a trunk with two concentric
rings of small, razor-sharp teeth along its opening. Nothing
unusual at all.

The creatures kept well out sight, but they were watch-
ing. Anticipating. And with the anticipation came excitement
and pushing and shoving and bickering. One of the creatures
staggered out of the flock to try and keep its balance, only to
hit that oddly shaped rock to the right. The rock was warm,
soft and growled. In an instant the small creatures stove away,
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leaving the dark grey wolf to watch the scene in solitude, a
shadow amidst the shadows.

*

Triumphantly Laiva pulled the small wax paper package from
her backpack. The cardboard box holding it had been crushed,
its contents scattered among her clothes, but here it was.

Carefully she unwrapped the paper. There was no reason
to water proof the contents like books or documents, but they
were dear to her, and it didn’t hurt either.

She ran her fingers gently over the small metal pieces.
They didn’t look much, their surface veiled by a layer of black
where it wasn’t dull, and were far from being valuable in any
case, but nevertheless Laiva wished she wouldn’t have to ruin
them.

They were all she owned for adornments, after all, even
when she didn’t wear them anymore. Having little silver stars
and moons in your hair was simply embarrassing at her age,
but she had been four when she got them.

Her mummy had never worn any ornaments for as long
as Laiva could remember. As far as she was concerned they
only got in the way and she failed to see the point in any case.
Incidentally there were a few pieces, proper jewellery even,
but those were family heirlooms; locked well away and not for
wearing.

To a four year old, however, what the other girls had was a
much stronger argument than anything a parent could have
said, and thus her mother had finally given in and presen-
ted her with the cutest, most embarrassingly adorable adorn-
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ments she hadmanaged to find in the city. The five little silver
plated clasps had made her a very happy little girl indeed and
she had worn them non stop for weeks, hardly taking them off
at night. That had been a long time ago, of course, but Laiva
still treasured them. And thus they were among the things she
had stuffed in her backpack earlier that night.

She pulled an arrow from the quiver and held one of the
clasps against its head. There werewolves were still watching
intently, but they weren’t moving and with a bit of luck they
hadn’t figured out what she was up to yet. She focused on the
spot at which the two metal pieces met and braced herself. In
theory, all it took was a fire spell, but the problemwas concen-
trating it in such small a space. She had seen the village smith
doing it plenty of times, but there had never been a reason to
try it herself. Which, admittedly, wasn’t enough to stop her,
but then the smith hadn’t let her have a go and trying it on
her ownwas bound to get her in trouble. Her parents had been
very clear about that after her accident with the table.

She took a breath and voiced the syllables until a gentle
glow engulfed themetal pieces. Laiva could see the heat build-
ing up with her inner eye; growing, spreading. She was al-
most there; she could nearly feel the blaze of the fire. Just a
bit longer.

With a shriek Laiva dropped the arrow and frantically
waved her hands through the air. That had been a bit too long.
The pain quickly faded, however, and when she picked up the
arrow, carefully and at the shaft, the clasp was clinging to it.
She tipped at it, not to burn her fingers a second time, but it
had cooled down already. Then she tucked at the clasp to test
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for the strength of the connection, but her worries were un-
founded. The clasp was fast attached to the arrow head; it had
worked.

Laiva glanced at the werewolves. They gave no indication
that they had noticed her shriek or anything that had come
before or after. She didn’t know what she had expected, but
them doing nothing at all was evenmore unnerving than their
cold stare. Slowly she took her bow. They didn’t even blink.
Either they really were that stupid or up to something. She
would probably learn soon enough.

In one fluid movement Laiva brought up the bow and
released her improvised silver arrow. A nightmarish howl
ripped through the silence of the forest, but was quickly
turned into a gurgling sound. The leadwolf staggered for amo-
ment and then collapsed for good. It had tried to move away
at the last moment, but the distance had been far too short for
that. And this time it wouldn’t stand up again.

The other wolves slowly stepped back into the shadows,
keeping their gaze fixed at Laiva. Maybe she was just imagin-
ing it, but she could have sworn they looked shocked. Even
after vanishing in the shadows, Laiva could still feel their pres-
ence, though. Shocked as they might have been, there were
hiding, not fleeing.

Laiva took another clasp and arrowand a few syllables later
the metal pieces started to heat up. This time, however, Laiva
stopped her focus before the heat spread through the whole of
the metal. She felt it getting warm in her fingers, but this time
it wasn’t enough to burn her; she was getting the hang of it.

She put the arrow on the bow, but there was no clear tar-
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get and she couldn’t afford wasting a single shot; even so there
weremorewolves than she had arrows. She had counted eight,
one of themnow lying dead, but even if thereweren’t anymore
and assuming every arrow hit its mark, that left her with three
of them and naught but a dagger. Her only chance was driv-
ing the werewolves away, preferably as long as the fire lasted.
After that there wouldn’t be time for more than one shot any-
way.

An idea crossed her mind. She had a few bandages in her
pack and one of those she took now out and tore a stripe off.
Then then she took a new arrow and wrapped the cloth tightly
around the shaft, just below the arrow head, and secured it
there with a double knot. Laiva pushed it into the fire; the
dry fabric instantly caught fire. It wouldn’t burn for long, but
it should be long enough. She took aim at the shadows and
released the arrow.

The arrow didn’t hit any of the werewolves; it passed them
and got stuck in a tree behind, but for a few moments they
were illuminated and that was all Laiva needed. Another of
those nightmarish howls confirmed that the silver arrow had
hit.

Onemorewerewolf fell thatway, but then therewas a com-
motion followed by the sound of heavy animals dashing off.
She had won it; it was over.

The tension left her and all of the sudden she felt tired and
weak. Her legs gave away and she sat down, leaning against the
trunk of the tree. Drowsiness came upon her and she slipped
off in a dreamless slumber.
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*

Laivawaswoken by a strange sound; a cross between an eagles’
cry and a wolf’s howl, yet completely different. She opened
her eyes and found herself staring into a bottomless pit – and
the pit was staring back at her. A hot wind blew against her
face, waxing and waning like the breath of the world. It was
drawing her in, calling for her…

With an effort of will Laiva drew her gaze away. The spell
broke. In front of her was a curious looking creature, the head
flanked by huge round ears, a trunk like snout and a pair of
large black pupil-less eyes, black like a bottomless pit, drawing
her in, calling…

She blinked. The animal tilted its head and eyed her irrit-
atedly for a moment, then suddenly dashed off to the left and
out of her sight. For a moment she wondered where the an-
imal had come from, but then she realised that something was
amiss. She was not in her bed. She always woke up in her bed.
In her safe, warm, cosy bed, or at least a bed and not… here,
wherever that was. She had a faint recollection of wolves…
Then her brain finally caught up and everything fell into place.
Of course, thewerewolves! She had been on the road to the city
and then the werewolves had attacked her!

Laiva rose to her feet and stretched. She felt somewhat
chilly, but thatwas hardly a surprise; even in awarm summer’s
night the groundwasnoplace for sleeping. Above, through the
crowns of the trees she could glimpse patches of greying sky;
it was already dawn, although it would still be several hours
before daybreak. Laiva inhaled deeply; she loved the taste of
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the slightly moist morning air. It tasted of life.
She let her eyes wander. The fire looked as if it had gone

out hours ago; even the last glowing amber had turned into
ashes. A few metres behind it was the corpse of the werewolf
she had shot first, the arrow still sticking out from it and some
moremetres beyond the corpses of the other two… three? Why
were there three?

Laiva let herself sink onto her knees and groped for her
bow and arrows, keeping her gaze fixed on the wolf corpses.
She was close to panicking when she didn’t find them at once,
but a moment later her fingers touched the smooth wood and
she relaxed a little, especially when she found the remaining
silver arrow next to it.

The bow loaded she ventured forth, nerves as tense as the
string. When she reached the leadwolf she prodded it with her
foot, although it was clear that one was dead, arrow sticking
out of it or not. For amoment she considered pulling the arrow
out right away, but as tempting as having a spare arrow was,
she would have to let her bow down in order to get it and there
was no way she was going to that.

She continued, slowly closing in on the other werewolves.
She could make out where the arrows had hit two of them;
one was still sticking in the wound in one piece, the other one
seemed to have broken by the creature’s death struggle, but
the wound was clearly visible. These were both clearly dead,
their dead eyes staring into the void. She had always felt a
twinge of guilt when she looked at the eyes of her prey, es-
pecially the sad accusing look of a deer, but the werewolves
stirred nothing in her.
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The third wolf was lying with its back turned towards her
and all she could tell was that its back seemed unhurt. She
couldn’t make out any movement, not even the heaving of its
chest, but with werewolves that might as well mean it was
holding its breath in order to fool her. Laiva started to circle
the animal, keeping her aim fixed upon the animal’s heart.
Gradually the front of the animal came into view. She let the
arrow go.

It hit the wolf with an audible thud and got stuck deep in
the body. Laiva hadn’t meant to, but keeping the string tensed
was tiring and in her surprise her hand had slipped; and she
was still having a hard time trusting her eyes. Something had
torn thewolf’s throat open; not even awerewolf could possibly
survive that. That, of course, inevitably led to one question:
What had done that?

Laiva knelt down and closely inspected the corpse, but she
couldn’t see anything but lots and lots of encrusted blood, so
she quickly gave up and started searching the ground instead.
There were plenty of wolf tracks and none but wolf tracks; at
least no fresh ones. So much for the what, but why would a
werewolf kill one it its own kind?

*

Some distance away the overly enthusiastic cockerel of the
smith was giving its usual, and as usual somewhat premature,
morning cry. A moment later the other cocks joined in, not
wanting to be outdone, and thus the village of Pala was awak-
ing. In half an hour it would be bustling with life, but for now
the peace of early morning was still lay upon it.
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The village smith had just gotten up and was enjoying the
quiet before starting his daily routine when a loud banging
emerged from the door. His forehead wrinkled and anger
welled up in him. All day long he was in the smithy, patiently
enduring the rantings of the villagers who always needed
things done by yesterday, but there was nothing, absolutely
nothing that could have broken during the night and needed
mending right away. He wouldn’t have that; whoever was at
the door would have to wait until he was ready.

Slowly he started to dress, trying his best to ignore the con-
tinued noise. The banging, however, grew stronger and was
complemented with the odd shouts of ‘Open up!’. The voice
sounded female, although it was hard to tell, muffled as it was
by the heavy door. The smith sighed. Since the morning was
ruined anyway, he could as well see who was causing the tur-
moil.

He grunted a short ‘I’m coming.’ to stop whoever it was
from demolishing his door and started to slide the heavy bars
to the side. Just as he was about to open the door the banging
started up again. He opened itwith a jerk andwas about to give
the disturber some of his mind when he was rendered speech-
less by the sight the door had opened upon.

His mouth open he stared at the figure with a mixture
of awe and utter disbelief. Standing before him, barefoot, in
nothing by a night gown and clutching a long ornate sword
with her left hand was the innkeeper’s wife, the mane of her
uncombed hair adding a quality of wildness to the determina-
tion on her face, that would have inspired fear in the hearts of
the boldest of men.
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The smith involuntarily stepped back, but she took a step
forwards, pushed the sword into the perplexed smith’s hand
and in a matter-of-fact tone added ‘The blade needs sharpen-
ing.’ Without waiting for an answer she turned and marched
off. For amoment the smith stared after her, almost expecting
her to vanish into thin air.

*

Laiva felt very small and very vulnerable all of the sudden. Ly-
ing in front of her were another four werewolves, each one
with its throat torn apart; and they were far too close to where
they had attacked her in the night. She would have heard it if
something attacked them as they were fleeing and that meant
they had come back for her, come back to get her in her sleep.

She tried hard to fight back the urge to throw up, but the
acidic taste already filled her mouth; not having anything in
her stomach only made it worse. The world started to revolve
around her and she was forced to steady herself against a tree.
Her legs gave way and slowly she sunk to her knees, leaving
her bent over on the ground and unable to stop retching.

*

Back in the village Laiva’s mother was banging on another
door. Jesij opened the door, but unlike the smith, the middle
aged woman who opened it merely glanced at her unusual ap-
pearance of her early visitor. She refused to be surprised out
of principle and besides, she had had stranger things.

‘What is it, Aleana?’ she asked in such a casual tone it made
you wonder if she didn’t get visits like that all the time. Aleana
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didn’t realise, however; she was in no frame of mind to notice
anything like that, even less to wonder about it.

‘I need to get a message to your husband.’ she answered,
the firmness of her voice almost masking the slight tremble in
it. Almost whispering she added ‘Laiva has run away.’

Saying so Aleana’s resoluteness shattered and left behind
was a frightened youngwoman; barefoot, wearing nothing but
a night gown and shaking for helplessness and despair.

Wordlessly the older woman hugged her and held her tight
until Aleana had calmed down a little, then lead her into the
house and made her sit down. For a moment she wondered
what shewas to do next, but then she noticed somethingwhite
in Aleana’s half opened fist; that had to be themessage she had
mentioned.

Gingerly she removed the small slip of paper fromher hand
and read the hastily scribbled words. If this was going to reach
Isrin in time, she better sent it right away. Pigeons needed only
a fraction of the time, but Isrin would almost have reached the
city by now, and, of course, the message would have to get de-
livered first.

Jesij was already half way up the stairs when she re-
membered Aleana and turned back to her.

‘I better go and send Isrin that right away…’
She hesitated for amoment, but then came to a conclusion.
‘…and then we going to have breakfast. And hot tea. After

you get dressed.’

*

The hot breath of the wolf was brushing against Laiva’s face.
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She was still on her knees and hands, too weak to even stand
up, putting up a fight less so. Not that she would have stood a
chance in any case; she hadn’t heard it coming and now it was
standing right next to her, its snout only inches away from her
face.

To make things worse, she was on level with its gaping
jaws, the large canines only slightly more intimidating than
the rest of its teeth. And there was still a little blood around
its mouth. Laiva closed her eyes. Only a wonder could save her
now.

Then there was something hot and wet on her face. Some-
how Laiva had expected there to be more pain; indeed there
was no pain at all, just that warm and wet sensation as if… It
was licking her face?

A few seconds later the wolf stopped licking and instead
started to nudge her head upwards, its cold and wet nose
pressing against her cheek. With some effort Laiva shifted into
a sitting position; she was still feeling somewhat ill and the
taste of vomit lingered in her mouth, but it was nowhere as
bad as a fewminutes ago. Besides, after throwing up evenwhat
she didn’t have in her stomach, there was really nothing left
anymore.

The wolf took a couple of steps forwards and lied down,
resting its head in Laiva’s lap, and looking expectantly up to
her. She was a bit surprised to find herself scratching it gently
behind the ears before long, but it seemed the natural thing to
do.

Everything felt so unreal, as if she had just woken up from
an especially terrible nightmare andwas now… dreaming? No,
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that didn’t seem right. Or rather it did. It did feel right. And
the wolf felt the same.

She wasn’t sure how she came to that conclusion, but it
seemed to enjoy being petted and in fact so did she. Petting it,
that was. Its fur was that, well, cuddly; she would never have
expected it to be like that. The fur of the werewolves had been
grubby.

Now that she came to think of it, this wolf didn’t look very
much like the werewolves either. They had been smaller with
reddish fur and blood shot eyes, whereas this one had intelli-
gent looking, warm eyes and silken, dark grey fur except for
an almost silvery line at its neck, as if it was wearing a collar.

Absentmindedly Laiva brushed over it, her fingers rak-
ing trough the fur. Amidst the soft, thick hair, however, she
touched something hard; running along the wolf’s neck, al-
most coinciding with the thin silvery line, was a thin leather
strip.

She traced it with her fingers, but she could only follow its
outline so far without moving the wolf’s head and she didn’t
want to do that. Laiva was sure it was no werewolf, but even so
it was a wolf. Even so? It had probably killed the werewolves!
Although it looked far too gentle for something like that.

Anyway, if she wasn’t going to move its head she had to
think of something different; maybe she could move the strip
around the neck. Gently Laiva tugged at the leather strip and
indeed, it gave way. The wolf didn’t seem to mind. Careful
not to discomfort the it, she continued until she could finally
see the ends of the strip; they been tied together with a simple
knot.
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That was a disappointing sight. She had expected some-
thing to be tied to it, something explainingwhy thewolf wore a
collar in the first place, but there was nothing, and the leather
strip itself was hardly remarkable. Was it?

It took her a couple of tries, but Laiva eventually managed
to untie the knot and the leather strip came loose. Even so
she couldn’t see anything special about it. She turned it in her
hands. Just a piece of leather. Then so something caught her
eye. Written on it in big yellow letters on the inside of the strip
were three words: ‘CALL HIM MYNOR’.

Laiva tilted her head and looked at thewolfwith raised eye-
brows.

‘So you are Mynor?’
Mynor lifted his head and gave a short bark; she took that

to mean yes.
‘Nice meeting you, Mynor. I’m Laiva.’
Laiva turned the leather strip in her hand once more.

There probably was some reason, even though she didn’t un-
derstand it. She should probably put it back. Besides, just tak-
ing it like that felt stealing.

As soon as Laiva tried replacing it, however, the wolf with-
drew its head and gave her an offended look. Abashed, Laiva
quickly tucked it in one of her pockets and out of sight.

‘Well, we’ll have to leave it off then.’
Another short bark.
‘You understand every word I say, don’t you?’
Instead of giving another bark thewolf looked straight into

her eyes. There was a pause of several seconds, until Laiva
broke the silence.
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‘Youwouldn’tmind lettingme get up, perhaps, would you?
I can’t stay here all day, you know…’

That was awkward. She had never been particularly good
asking grown-ups for something, but asking a wolf for permis-
sion to get up was just… well, awkward. That it sounded as if
she wanted to get rid of him, didn’t help either. Mynor, how-
ever, simply stood up and waited for her to do the same. He
didn’t seem to mind in the least.

Laiva let her gaze wander, but there was nothing here ex-
cept of the dead werewolves. She hesitated. Wolf meat next to
useless, not even dogs went near it; the pelt and teeth, how-
ever, usually got a good price and werewolves probably meant
a little extra, but did she really want to carry bits of werewolf
around? Her face distorted in disgust. No, she didn’t need coin
that bad.

Besides, she couldn’t be sure how Mynor would react, al-
though she didn’t believe he would mind much, but then he
didn’t seem tomind anything the way he was standing in front
of her. He actually seemed to be waiting for something, but
what she couldn’t start to guess. Well, she would have guessed
he was waiting for her, but that was more her than him. There
was no point in getting her hopes up.

‘I’ll be going then. Goodbye.’ Laiva said, her voice hardly
loud enough to be audible. She only had only meet Mynor half
an hour or so ago, but it was as she had known him forever.
Shamefully she wiped a tear out of the corner of her eye; she
wasn’t going to cry. She was no small girl anymore.

Laiva turned and started walking. She would head back for
the place where she had spent the night, collect her backpack
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and then she was off to the city. There was absolutely no point
in putting it off any longer. There was nothing here left for her
but deadwerewolves and she couldn’t get away from them fast
enough. She threw a quick glance over her shoulder. Mynor
was still standing back there. She walked a bit further and
glanced again. He didn’t seem to have moved at all. Pulling
herself together Laiva stopped and turned around. There he
was, expectantly looking at her. Maybe… Well, she could try
at least.

‘You can come if youwant.’ she shouted rather than said. It
was a bit louder than necessary to cross the maybe ten metres
between them, but she didn’t think she couldmuster the cour-
age for a second try, so better to err on the safe side.

A few seconds later a very happy lookingMynorwas stand-
ing next to her, wagging his tail and obviously enjoying Laiva’s
attention, who had knelt down and was hugging him, her face
pressed deep into his fur. She felt happy, she felt snug, she felt
safe.

*

The first few rays of bright sunlight filtered through the win-
dows of the tavern, promising another brilliant morning and
a glowing hot day. Dust danced in the spotlights, swirling
and swaying to the music of an orchestra only they could see
and hear, oblivious the gloom that surrounded the table in the
middle of the room. The table in question had laid out and a
hearty breakfast was almost begging to be eaten, the smells of
crispy beacon and scrambled eggs mixing with those of fresh
bread and honey.
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The three people sitting around it, however, didn’t seem to
take notice and even the large mugs of steaming hot tea had
hardly been sipped from. In fact the only reason Aleana had
made breakfast, was Jesij having told her to; why, she couldn’t
begin to fathom.

‘Thismight not be the best of times to tell you,’ Jesij started,
having finally come to the conclusion that anything was better
that this continued silence, ‘but Isrin says things have taken a
turn for the worse lately. There’s rumours of werewolves in
the forest even…’

Laiva’s father flinched at these words, but then decided to
make a point and slammed his fist on the table, miraculously
avoiding to knock anything over in the process. There was
a reason Jenn was said to be considerate – you could pretty
much see him doing it. Not that he was slow in any way, he
just wasn’t rash, if he didn’t have to.

‘She is all right.’ he followed his gesture after a little pause,
putting enough emphasis for a whole sentence on each word.
Being renown for having a voice that easily silenced a room
full of drunks and half drunks, Jesij right next to him almost
fell off her chair. She almost missed the imploring look he cast
his wife.

Aleana stoppedwatching the patterns forming anddissolv-
ing on the surface of her tea and faced him. There was a soft-
ness in her eyes that was usually reserved for Laiva.

‘She is all right.’ she said, with a certainty in her voice that
completely startled Jesij, but Jenn seemed to have longed for.
There was a hint of bitterness in it as well, that seemed even
more out of place.
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‘There’s something you haven’t told me.’
Jesij didn’t need tomake that a question; she had been run-

ning the village for too long to ask that kind of thing. Well,
technically Isrin was the village warden, of course, but as long
as nobody reminded him of it, he more than gratefully let his
wife deal with the day to day issues and concentrated on the
important aspects of the office, as he paraphrased it. It was
better that way. He would never have noticed.

‘Anyway,’ Aleana started hastily, pushing her chair back at
the same time, ‘I should be going. No reason to put it off any
longer.’

By the time Jesij realised what had just happened, Aleana
had already closed the door behind her. Slowly she turned to-
wards Jenn and looked into his large, dark eyes. Just now, with
the right words, Jesij could make him tell everything, Aleana
hadn’t.

‘Shouldn’t she at least take her coat with her?’ was all she
came up with.

‘Probably just gone to fetch her sword…’
Jesij knew she could trust her ears, but she was staring to

worry forwhatwas between them. She had knownAleana ever
since she and Jenn had taken over the village pub, almost ten
years ago. Picturing her with anything as martial as a sword
was… wrong.

‘Her sword.’
Somehow those two little words did an astonishing job at

conveying her thought on that matter. Jenn, on the other
hand, somehow completely failed to see.

‘First thing after finding the letter andwriting themessage
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for Isrin was fetching her sword from the broom closet. Said
it needed sharpening, so she naturally brought it over to the
smithy…’

‘Aleana keeps a sword in the broom closet…Wait, what let-
ter?’

*

Laiva braced a foot against the tree and pulled again. The ar-
row came free with a yank and she landedwith her back on the
ground, right next to Mynor who had precautionary moved to
the side.

That had been the last arrow. The ones she’d used as fire
arrows were in astonishingly good shape. The fire had con-
sumed the fabric she had wrapped around them completely,
but it had only singed the shafts.

Of her improvised silver arrows, on the other hand, only
two were in a usable state still. In addition to the one that had
been already broken by the werewolf’s struggle, she had had
to snap another one in order to pull it out. She had recovered
all of the arrow heads, though and that was the important bit.
Shaft and feathers she could replace herself, but the arrow-
heads cost serious money; over half a copper each.

Laiva put the arrow back into her quiver, shouldered her
backpack and set off, Mynor walking along on her right. She
wasn’t going to complain, she enjoyed the company, but she
couldn’t help to wonder. He was a wolf, there was no doubt of
that; dogs and even wolfhounds looked different. Not in any
way she could describe, but different nonetheless. Different
from Mynor. Yet he didn’t behave like a wolf. He even barked
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and Laiva had never heard of a grown wolf doing that. They
yowled, growled, snarled, but barked? And then there was the
collar. It was as if she was meant to find it, as if it was inten-
ded for her. ‘CALL HIM MYNOR’ – more an instruction than
anything else. Maybe old Tubby was right after all: It was a
strange world.

*

The freshness of the morning had long yielded to the heat of a
summer’s day, but so far the trees had taken the brunt of the
sun’s force, lending shadow to the road and making the tem-
peratures bearable. In the last half hour, however, the sun had
slowly aligned with the road and conquered more and more
of the road, until all but the tiniest strip had been drenched
in brilliant sunlight. The defeat was only temporary; before
long the sun would have crossed the road, shadows once again
growing from the trees to the west, but for now the road had
turned into a melting pot.

Meanwhile Laiva had taken refuge a couple of metres be-
side the path. Here, between the trees, it was a good deal
cooler and the air had even retained some of its moistness, al-
beit only enough to make her long for more.

With the back of her wrist she wiped the sweat from her
brows, before it would run into her eyes. Her boots were
already tied to her backpack rather than on her feet and she
had long removed the shirt from under her vest, but even in
the shadows everymovement she did was one toomuch. Right
now, she’d rather doze on the shore of the small lake, a couple
of minutes from her village, dangling her feet in the water and
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diving into it when it got too hot nevertheless. That was the
proper way to spent the summer, not marching through the
forest at noon, but that couldn’t be helped. There was no way
she was going to turn back now, not after what she had been
through.

Laiva unstopped herwater bottle and took amouthful; say-
ing it tasted stale was doing it too much of an honour, but it
was better than nothing. Her gaze wandered to Mynor at her
side, panting heavily. Guilt was stabbing her like daggers for
every swing of water she took, even though he had refused any
water she had tried to give him so far.

She stopped and knelt down, pouring a little water in her
hollow hand for what had to be the hundredths time and
offered it to Mynor, holding it right below his nose. She could
feel his breath against her hand, could feel him sucking the
scent of the water into his nostrils, and for one moment he
seemed to be temped to actually lick the liquid from Laiva’s
hand, but then turned his head away.

For a moment she looked at the water, most of which had
already run through her fingers, hitting the ground in little
streams. What a waste. She splashed the remainder on her
face and stood up.

Laiva was getting seriously angry. Not about the water,
therewas no reason to go especially easy on it, but shewas cer-
tain hewas thirsty. Hewas just putting on a show, a heroic self-
sacrifice so she could have more of the water, which wasn’t
sparse anyway. Expecting her to be too stupid to realise to
see through it, on top of everything else. This was so frustrat-
ing. And people kept doing it. Not just her parents, half of the
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grown ups in the village did it. And now a wolf. Laiva stood up
and angrily kicked the ground. Then, for lack of anything else
to do, she continued walking, stomping forward rather than
wandering in her usual light gait.

Well, he could have the water bucket once she reached
the inn. She wanted to refill her bottle with fresh water from
the well anyway. Which would, after half an hour, taste just
as stale. In fact, the inn was probably visible from the road
already, but she wasn’t going to walk out into the heat just
to check. There was no risk in missing it anyway; the inns
between Pala and the city were all build directly by the road.

Somehow, the inns were even part of the road. The king
had them built, so the travellers would have a safe place
to sleep. There was no more than a day’s walking distance
between two of them and nobody would be turned away; even
those who couldn’t afford the copper for the night would al-
ways get a place in the stables.

Her daddy had tried to explained it, when he had taken her
to the city for the first time. The only thing that had stuckwith
her back thenwas, that the inns belonged to the king, which in
turn led to the inevitable questionwhy the king was so poor he
couldn’t afford an inn as big as theirs at home. For a moment
her daddy had given her a startled look, then he had started
to laugh and Laiva had laughed and they had laughed together
until they had both been out of breath. She had to smile when
she remembered that.

In fact, the inns were exactly the right size. They were
large enough to accommodate the small number of people that
travelled the road, but small enough to keep the repairs af-
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fordable. Nevertheless there was no way tomake a living from
them and the only reason they hadn’t been abandoned a long
time ago was a royal decree that put the military in charge to
man them. Laiva had picked up that much from the conversa-
tions between her daddy and the innkeepers.

This although went a long way of explaining the invariable
grey pulp that seemed to be the only hot food you could get in
the inns. It had taken a lot of persuasion to make her eat it for
the first time, but it was filling, and as long as it was hot tasted
not half as bad as it looked.

Ahead of Laiva the forest lightened and then shewas stand-
ing at the edge of a small clearing, bathed in sunlight and with
a brightly painted house in its middle. A short cobbled path
lead from the front door to the road on the left and a well was
sitting beneath it. Laiva was a bit startled. This was the inn,
no doubt about that, but the last time she’d been here it had
looked grey in grey and quite a bit run down. Not that she
wanted it back the way it had been, in fact she liked it, but
she just couldn’t picture the inn’s keeper to get anywhere near
anything colourful. Maybe there was a new inn keeper, Laiva
though as she walked towards the well. That would spare her
some questions she really didn’t want to answer.

She pushed the bucket from the rim of the well and re-
leased the catch. Instantly it rushed into the depth and with a
loud splash hit the water a few moments later. If getting it up
againwas only that easy. Laiva grabbed thewinch’s handle and
started turning. She had been sweating before, from standing
in the sun alone, now the sweat was running down her body in
streams. The bucket was about one third up when she heard
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the inn’s door opening behind her and a man stepped out. He
looked old, maybe her daddy’s age, but Laiva wasn’t very good
at that kind of thing.

‘Let me give you a hand with this.’ he said, giving her a
friendly smile. Laiva stepped aside and let him take over the
handle. Before long he had cranked the bucket all the way up
and placed it outside the well.

‘Reesha at your service. I’m the innkeeper here, by the
way.’

‘My name is Laiva. Pleased to meet you.’
She knelt down and refilled her bottle, then scooped some

water up and drank, but the little water her hands could hold
was only making her long for more. Much more. Laiva pushed
the whole of her face into the bucket and greedily sucked the
wet in.

‘Looks like someone was really thirsty there.’ Reesha said
once she came up again and Laiva felt the blood flushing into
her face out of embarrassment. Where were her manners?
Drinking from a bucket like a dog. Or a wolf. Laiva shifted
to the side and looked at Mynor, who eagerly eagerly followed
her invitation and took his turn at drinking.

‘So you are travelling all on your own with your dog?’
Laiva stared at the man with a mixture of confusion and

utter disbelieve. How could you confuse a wolf with a dog?
Mynor’s thought must have moved along the same lines, as he
had stopped drinking the moment Reesha had said this and
was looking at him with a remarkably similar expression to
Laiva’s, though with a hint of hurt pride added to the mix.

‘He is a wolf.’ Laiva finally said.
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‘Wolf dog then, if it’s that important to you.’
‘Not a wolf dog, a wolf.’
Silence ensued, with the both of themstaring at each other.
‘You almost had me there. A wolf. Good one.’
He started laughing. It wasn’t an honest laughter, though,

but forced. Laiva could read in his face, that he had a hard
time of believing in it himself. She felt the strong urge to leave.
Now.

‘Good bye.’
For a split second an expression of relieve hushed over the

man’s face, only to be replaced for one of weariness and defeat
as he realised what he was going to ultimately respond.

‘Won’t you stay for the night? The road is dangerous after
dark…’

‘It’s midday.’ Laiva remarked drily. She knew what he
meant, but she wasn’t going to stay here any longer than ab-
solutely necessary.

‘But you won’t reach the next inn until…’
‘I’ll be fine.’, she cut him off, and then added a very definite

‘Thank you.’, and turned to go.
Reesha braced himself and grabbed Laiva’s shoulder.
‘I won’t allow it.’
You could hear, that he wasn’t comfortable with this, not

at all, but he had a responsibility; a duty.
Laiva whirled around, wrenching away from under his

grasp. She didn’t say a thing, but there was no need for words;
her eyes told anything there was to say. There was a wildness
to them, that made Reesha flinch. He knew that look and he
had come to fear it.
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Only when Laiva andMynor were long out of sight did Ree-
sha stop shaking. He had been given this post to put a long
distance between him and the southern border. A nice, silent
place where he could come to terms with himself and what
had happened, until he had recovered enough to reenter act-
ive duty. And now he knew that wasn’t going to happen; he
would never be a soldier again.

*

Jesij turned the letter over and then back again, but it failed to
show anything it hadn’t for the past few hours. Jenn pulled a
chair back and sat down across from her.

‘At least eat the soup I made. You can’t keep staring at the
letter all day. This isn’t good.’

There was genuine concern in his voice; Jesij dropped the
letter.

‘Your daughter runs away in the middle of the night, your
wife sets off after her, alone, and you are concerned about me
old woman?’

She shook her head in dismay.
‘I’m getting too old. I can’t understand you young people

anymore.’
‘You’, Jenn started, putting extra emphasis on the word,

‘are the only one I can do anything for at the moment. Aleana
can take care of herself, trust me on that, and I’d only have
slowed her down. And for Laiva… If Aleana says she is all right,
then she is all right.’

Jesij couldn’t discern any hint of doubt in his voice as he
said that last part – and she had been watching out for it. How
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could he be so sure? How could Aleana be so sure? Just because
of that piece of paper? Once more Jesij picked the letter up,
and read the words:

Whatever coast, whatever shore,
Wherever you may cast your light,
The wings of ancients, evermore,
Will roam the skies, at day, before,
They gently cover you at night.

The stylised picture of the eight-leafed Azanee flower had
been drawn below – maybe by means of signature, or just for
an ornament. And that was all there was to the letter.

She knew the line, of course; everybody who’d ever heard
the ’The Downfall of Everett’ did, but that didn’t shed any light
on the issue. Those words had a meaning to Aleana, bore a
message, and yet all she could see were a few lines of ancient
poetry.

*

Even hours after Laiva had left, she still lingered in the
thoughts of Reesha, soldier on indefinite leave and newly ap-
pointed inn keeper. He was cleaning carrots, and that left him
with plenty of time to ponder, his hands taking care of work al-
most on their own. It was embarrassing to freak out like that,
no doubt about that. At the same it felt to him like a lucky
escape. He wondered how far she’d have gone if he’d insisted.

He could almost hear the war drums again. The drums had
been the worst; beating on and onwhile the world was turning
red, beating on even when the cries should have drowned out
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their sound, and still beating when everything had been over.
Only, it was never over.

‘Open up!’
That startled him. He couldn’t remember anyone shouting

that, especially not a woman…
‘Open that door, or I’ll break it!’ the voice declared, finally

pulling Reesha out of his thoughts and back to the present.
The door. Someone was banging against the door. He quickly
tossed his knife into the carrots and put the bowl aside.

‘I’m coming, one moment.’
The banging stopped. He unbarred the door and pulled it

open, an excuse for the delay already on his lips, but then he
saw the face of the caller and words left him. He flinched. The
caller looked right like the girl – only with a fewmore years to
it.

Aleana ignored the man’s reaction.
‘Have you seen my daughter? Eight years, brown hair?’
Not quite the canonical way to start a conversation, but

there were more important things than manners, no matter
what she had taught Laiva. Besides she was in no mood for
courtesies; she wanted answers, and she wanted them now.

Intended or not, her harsh tone worked wonders on Ree-
sha; this was no tone for a question – he had been given an
order. Years of military drill came to bear, and he snapped to
attention.

‘Passed here shortly before noon. Had her dog with her.’
He almost added ‘sir’ to his answer. Aleana eyed him curi-

ously for a moment, then she realised what he had just said.
Her voice faltered and almost pleading she added ‘Why haven’t
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you stopped her?’
Reesha gulped. He could live with being ordered around,

but nobody ever taught him how to handle this.
‘I… I tried… She… didn’t want to…’
An uneasy silence ensued, leaving him in dreadful anticip-

ation of whatmight follow, but then Aleana just nodded slowly
and walked away.

*

Twilight was about to turn into night, when Laiva at last spot-
ted the outlines of three huge trees against the sky – the Sen-
tinels; finally.

According to legend the oakswere enchantedwarriors, left
by a king of ancient times to watch over his grave, a grave
filled with gold, precious stones, and other riches things Laiva
couldn’t remember at the moment. It was a stupid legend. As
if nobody would have found the treasure already, directly at
the road as it supposedly was.

Still, the trees made for a good landmark, and the inn was
right behind the small bend in the road they marked. It was
about time, too. After nightfall the doors and windows would
be barred, and then she’d have to spend another night outside.
The mere thought made her shudder.

Well, in a fewminutes she would sit in front of the fire, eat
hot soup and then get to sleep. Or just sleep; she was seriously
tired. Only a few more steps – she could already see the light
of the windows shimmering through the trees.

Suddenly, Mynor froze in his stride. For a moment he
just stood there, his gaze fixed intently at the light ahead, but
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then he laid back his ears against the head, bared his teeth
and growled. Laiva unsheathed her dagger. Whatever had
caught his attention, it couldn’t be good. After a few seconds
he turned his head towards Laiva and gave a long look, then
moved towards the trees. Obediently, she followed, her heart
was beating so loud, she was afraid it could be heard for miles.

At first, Laiva thought they were approaching the inn from
the backside, getting a closer look from the cover of the trees,
so shewas surprised to find him leading her around it in awide
berth; that possibility hadn’t even occurred to her. WasMynor
afraid ofwhat they’d find? Did he already know? Was he trying
to keep her away on purpose? Maybe she should sneak a look…

She didn’t realise she had stoppedmoving until Mynor hal-
ted himself and turned his head; giving her a serious look, as
if wanting to tell her off for even thinking something like that.
Whatever he really meant by it, it brought Laiva back to her
senses. If Mynor did want to keep her away on purpose, it
would be only for her best.

*

The last remainder of daylight had long gone, when Mynor al-
lowed them to stop. Gratefully, Laiva let her backpack slide
from her shoulders and slumped down next to it, more fall-
ing than moving out of her own accord. She didn’t know how
much further shewould havemanaged to go, but verymuch, it
could not have been; she’d been more stumbling than walking
as it was.

For a moment she though she could fight the tiredness,
managed to keep herself upright, but then unceremoniously
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fell over. Soft moss greeted her like a soft bed and moments
later she felt Mynor snuggling up against her. Laiva wrapped
an arm around him and let her fingers run through the his soft
fur.

She had to be out of her mind, giving up on the inn on
the whim of a wolf. A wolf she had only met the day before,
no less. Spending another night in the forest, after she had
barely made it through the last one. But it felt good, and deep
down Laiva knew she was right to entrust herself to Mynor.
She knew he would keep her safe.

The big grey wolf looked at the girl, her chest raising and
falling in a slow, regular rhythm. She looked so helpless, was
so frail. And yet she had a heart stout enough to rival the bold-
est of men.

*

The little arrow of pale blue light spun around its axis without
being able to decide on a bearing. Aleana visibly relaxed, the
arrow fading as her grip on the spell loosened. Laiva was alive,
even when she couldn’t pinpoint her position. Deep down she
knew she’d have known if anything had happened to her little
girl, but she had had to make sure.

It was the smell that got to her. That sickly sweet stench
travelling with the smell of fire. She had long passed the
point where it made her stomach turn, but it still carried with
it memories of things that Aleana would rather not have re-
membered. Slowly she continued along the road, hand rested
at the hilt of her sword.
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A fewminutes later shewas standing in front of a heap that
had once been the inn. Even the roof with its massive support
beams hadn’t lasted, being reduced to ashes like the rest of the
house. The chimney alone had survived the brunt of the fire,
many of it’s stones cracked, but still standing against the night
sky like a finger raised in warning.

By the looks of it, the rumours of bandits in the area where
true after all, and on top of that they had a mage among them;
there was no way that fire could have been natural. In a way
fire had a personality, an inherent pride – it wanted to be re-
spected, admired. Left to its own resources it would have left
reminders of its force – blackened planks, charred beams, half
burned bits and pieces; the destruction of the inn, in contrast,
had been complete, and, if she wasn’t completelymistaken, far
too fast. Too fast to get out in time.

‘May your spirits bath in forgetfulness as your bodies con-
tinue the eternal cycle.’

Aleana felt a pang of guilt for shortening the rites like that,
but she trusted the dead would understand. She simply didn’t
have time to go looking for remains to bury, if there even
was anything besides ashes. All that mattered now was Laiva.
Somewhere out there was her little girl, on her own, with the
only shelter far and wide gone. She had to find her before any
bandits stumbled over her.

Her poor little Laiva. All the thing she had to go through
because she had failed. Failed her. Laughed at her. She of all
people should have understood. The look on her face…

Not this time. She would find her, protect her, try to make
up. She could only hope Laiva would ever be able to forgive
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her.

*

Mynor jerked his eyes open and lifted his head. He let his
senses wander, but there was nothing to be seen, nothing to
be heard and nothing to be smelled out of the usual, but the
slightly oily quality of the world around left no doubt – there
was magic in the air, and plenty at that.

He looked at the child curled up against his side, but Laiva
was fast sleep, her breath deep and steady. A bit too fast for her
own good, but she would learn. The important bit, however,
was that she hadn’t been the caster.

Seconds passed as if they were seconds – Mynor having a
rather acute sense of time – without anything happening, but
he wasn’t prepared to relax yet. Magic at this scale usually had
repercussions.

A few more seconds later he was proven right. The distor-
tion in the magic was huge, and it was coming from the direc-
tion of the road. Laiva on his side stirred, but didn’t wake. As
exhausted as she had been, even the magical equivalent of a
thunderstorm couldn’t rip her out of her sleep. Mynor wanted
to jump up, get moving, but he couldn’t just leave her, could
he? Not with Laiva counting on him.

*

Aleana dodged a fireball and a large chunk of tree trunk be-
hind her instantly combusted. The remaining wood creaked
alarmingly under the stress for a moment, then with one loud
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crack the wood gave in and a thousand odd years oak smashed
into the groundwith all the gravity that had accumulated over
the years, taking with it two more trees and a ripping several
branches from the others.

A few metres from the carnage Aleana rolled over her
shoulder and into a crouch, still clutching the sword with her
left hand; her opponent hadn’t moved, the treemissing him by
inches. She refused to be impressed. For one thing, he hadn’t
moved because he had been paralysed by fear – she could see
it in his eyes – but that was only part of it. Mostly, however,
she refused to be impressed by that much foolishness.

Nobody in his rightmindwould have risked a spell like that
once, for the fear of backfiring, but this boy, hardly dry behind
the ears, was throwing fireballs around by the dozen. Besides,
he was wielding his magic like a sledgehammer; no variety, no
finesse, no style and a complete lack of proportion. She started
to get the impression he only knew that one spell.

Aleana did a jump start, unfolding like a spring from her
crouched position and took cover behind a tree; another fire-
ball hitting the spot a split second later. This was getting te-
dious, but it was meant to. It might have been years since
she picked her sword up, but it hadn’t been idle years, and
her patience had, if anything, increased. Children did that to
you, and Laiva, while not being difficult, could be rather try-
ing sometimes; she couldn’t quite picture this wannabe mage
talking her daughter out of keeping a rat for a pet. Not that
he’d ever get a chance to lay his hands on her; she would see
to that.

A tremor passed through the tree she had chosen for cover
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as yet another fireball smashed against it, streams of boiling
hot air passed Aleana to the left and right. Hitting the tree in
front of her? What was that supposed to achieve? Nevermind,
it was time to act.

The oak slowly tilted and then, with a snap, it crashed into
the ground, away from her and towards the mage, who, this
time, had taken a few steps back. The more surprised he was
when something suddenly jerked at his ankle and he lost his
footing. He just managed to look down his leg and notice the
faint tinkle of an expended spell before he hit the ground; the
next and last thing he saw was Aleana, trusting the tip of her
sword into his heart.

She pulled it out of the limp body andwiped the blade clean
on his clothes, before sheathing it carefully. This wasn’t quite
what she had in mind, but in the end the result was the same:
The bandits wouldn’t get Laiva in their fingers.

It had been bad luck paired with an evident lack of skill
that had costs the bandits their lives. Bad luck that they had
decided to waylay the road tonight and a lack of skill in way-
laying. She had spotted the sentries way before they noticed
anything, and then it had already been too late. Only themage
had given her a bit of trouble, having decided to turn around
at just the wrong moment.

Aleana let her eyes wander, taking in the destruction
around her. She didn’t relish in taking lives, but it was prob-
ably for the best. The magic fire had been too fast and too
punctual to start any forest fires, but sooner or later it would
have happened, and then it would not just have been Laiva’s
and her life on the line, but all villages in the Southern Forest
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as well.
Without wasting time on death rites Aleana turned away

and backtracked her way to the road. Some performed the
rites to prove to the world and themselves how good a person
they were, some did them for fear of the dead’s wrath, but to
Aleana the only reason had always been showing her respects
and these bandits didn’t deserve them. She had better things
to do.

*

Laiva gently slipped out of sleep and into to the wake world.
She didn’t open her eyes yet, trying to snatch just a couple
more minutes from reality’s cold claws, but to no avail. De-
termined to at least get a few more moments of cosy warmth,
if nothing else, she huddled closer to Mynor and tried to re-
member what she had been dreaming.

There had been fire, plenty of fire and her mummy had
been there. She had been a bit afraid at first, but then her
mummy had taken her hand and the fear had peeled off like
old paint. They had both been standing in a sea of fire, but
everything was all right – that dream made even less sense
than the ones she usually had.

Laiva opened her eyes and sat up. A few cautious rays of
early morning light filtered through the foliage and gave the
forest an unreal look; almost like those dreamy pictures you
knew came from the painter’s imagination rather than the real
world.

Then again nothing seemed real. Had she really just spent
the second night in the forest? Fought a pack of werewolves
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and lived? And then Mynor: Who had ever heard of a wolf
behaving like that? There were stories about children raised
by wolves, of course, but you couldn’t believe everything your
heard. And even if those stories were true, she was no toddler
and Mynor as unlikely to nurse her as a billy to give milk.

She pressed the side of her face into Mynor’s side, the soft
fur caressing her cheek. No, he was very very real. And so was
the rumbling in her tummy. Time for breakfast.

*

’Time for breakfast’ nicely summed up Isrin’s thoughts. His
body was quite clear on thematter, and he would happily have
complied if it weren’t for the fact that the city insisted on
knowing better. Yes, that were cities in a nutshell: Completely
inadequate schedules and the arrogance to insists that their
way was only proper one.

Isrin shook his head. You’d think that the couple of years
he had been living here when he was young would have coun-
ted for something, made him arrange himself with its rhythm,
if not get comfortable with it, but you’d think wrong. Isrin had
always been one to rise with the sun and go home when it set
while people around here would stay up till late in the night
and not rise until the day was well under way. Mornings in
the city had always made him feel like a trespasser, and, to be
honest, still did.

He’d only have to look out of the window. In the last half
hour a mere six people had passed, half of them looking as if
they were on their feet rather still than already and the others
had been hurrying along, as if they feared to get caught for
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being about at that hour. The man a minute ago, for example,
who had been darting to the inn’s entrance below as if it was
a matter of life or death. People lost perspective in the city,
they forgot what mattered, It was as if the walls around them
spawned offspring in their minds.

An almost apologetic knock interrupted Isrin in his reflec-
tions. Odd, the boys usually didn’t show that much restraint.
They’d rather break the door than risk not to be heard – at the
off chance they remembered to knock at all.

‘Master Yovik?’ a voice asked feebly. If hewasn’tmistaken,
it was one of the inn keeper’s lads. That explained that.

‘Come on in.’
The door slowly opened and a young man clutching an en-

velope pushed himself forward. He was obviously uncomfort-
able calling upon him at what he regarded to be that early an
hour.

‘I’m up for hours, lad.’ he said in a pleasant tone, the youth
relaxing visibly.

‘So, what is it? Anything amiss with my boys?’
Unlikely, but the only thing that readily sprung into mind.
‘No, Master Yovik. A messenger just called. He said it’s ur-

gent. They have been trying to find you since yesterday, Mas-
ter Yovik.’

He handed over the envelope and stood at attention while
Isrin deciphered the sender’s name noted on it; it was from
Jesij. He loved his wife, he really did, but sometimes he wished
she didn’t have such a loose grasp of theword urgent; probably
one of the children in the village had a cold.

Isrin pulled out two iron coins and pushed them into the
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lad’s hand.
‘One for the messenger and one for you. Off you go.’
The lad bowed slightly and left the room. Isrin sighed. An-

other thing he never managed to get used to was people con-
stantly expecting payment, nomatter how small the deed. Not
that he couldn’t effort it, but an two iron were two iron, and
that was only one eighths of a copper; things added up.

He returned his attention to the envelope and opened it,
removing a small sliver of paper from inside. Jesij had no idea
what a commotion she had caused with her ‘urgent’ message.
They had probably been combing half the city for him. She
would go all red when he told her; despite her age she still
blushed like a little girl. A smile stole its way onto his face
as he pictured that. Well, time to see what was so important.

A few seconds later his smile was gone and his jaw almost
dropped. That foolish girl. What had she been thinking? He
shook his head. Hewould dowhat he had been asked to, if only
to do anything at all. There was little hope Laiva was still alive,
no matter what Jenn and Aleana wanted to believe.

*

Meanwhile a very alive Laiva was heading north, pondering
her options. Not that she had that many to begin with; either
she could stick to the road, or she could head straight for the
city, or, unless she wanted to swim over the river, bridge. Yes-
terday the choice would have been easy enough – the road
meant safety – but for whatever reason Mynor had led her
around the inn last night, she was certain it was something
bad. The inns were not safe.
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And if she couldn’t trust the inns to be safe, neither could
she trust the roads. She was probably better off in the shadow
of the trees. She rested her hand on Mynor’s head and
scratchedhimbehind the ears. Especiallywith such a bold pro-
tector at her side.

Actually, it was still an easy choice to make. She would
have to do with the little water she had left until the river,
though – and, after finishing off the last of her provisions for
breakfast, without food until the city.

There was a rustle in the undergrowth and a rabbit darted
away from them. The next moment Mynor was after it, almost
knocking Laiva over with his jump start. She smiled and set off
after them; there would be food after all.

*

’Just fill in that form, already.’
Isrin seriouslywondered howyou could run amilitarywith

that much bureaucracy, but maybe there was so much bur-
eaucracy here in the headquarters to stop it from interfering
where it mattered. That didn’t make him comfortable deal-
ing with it, though. By now the sun had reached the peak of
its daily course, shining brilliantly through the high windows,
and he could only hope the boys didn’t cause any trouble; he
had planned this to be over with in half an hour or an hour at
most.

‘You have to understand that we can’t issue a warrant just
for asking. There are procedures to be followed. So, what did
the culprit do?’ Captain Arris asked.
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He was sitting behind a massive desk, empty except for
three trays, inkstand, pen and a single page of paper, all of
which had been carefully aligned to the edge of the desk. It
made Isrin’s nails curl. He took a deep breath.

‘There is no culprit and I don’t want to issue a warrant. Do
you never have missing persons around here?’

‘Oh. About a missing person, I’m afraid you’ll have to con-
sult with Cap…’

He stopped inmid-sentencewhen he saw Isrin’s gaze, care-
fully cultivated in his over thirty years as village warden. It
was remarkable how far you got just by looking at people the
right way at the right moment.

‘On the other hand, I could make an exception, since you
are already here and everything.’

‘Thatwould be…kind of you.’ Isrin answered, cutting down
on the irony in his voice as best as he could muster.

The captain opened a drawer of his desk and produced a
single sheet of paper, which he carefully placed on top of the
one already on the desk, making sure that the corners were
exactly on top of each other. Isrin flinched.

‘So, this is the right form.’ the captain finally said and took
the pen.

‘One: Name of the missing person.’
A lengthy pause ensued. The captain lifted his head, giving

Isrin a quizzical look, that he returned with a blank stare.
‘You can’t be serious.’
The captain looked confused.
‘Why don’t you just copy it from the other form? The one

lying below?’
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‘Well, I guess I could do that…’
‘Oh, yes. I guess I could do that.’
Isrin rolled his eyes.
‘So that’s Laiva Azanee, female, eight years, dark hair, dark

eyes. Place of residency?’
‘Pala, the village tavern.’
‘Ah, sorry, but I’m afraid I can’t help you then. The villages

of the Southern Forest are not property of the duchy, but a
protectorates of the duke’s. You need to go down the hall, to
the right, the stairs up, then le…’

Enough was enough. Isrin had jumped up and grabbed the
captain by his collar.

‘Listen, you…’
Before he could give the captain a piece of his mind, how-

ever, he was hurled backwards and slammed hard into the
ground by two burly guards that looked as if spend their free
time wrestling bears. Only then he realised that attacking an
officer in the headquarters probably wasn’t the smartest of
moves.

*

’Isrin, Isrin. That could have ended really bad.’
Commander Rowrig took a careful sip from a delicate china

cup. Seeing himbalance it themassive hands his, lookingmore
fit for crushing rocks, was quite an experience.

‘You are lucky I was summoned by the ruckus, old friend.
Without someone convincing the captain that there had
merely been a misunderstanding… Let’s just say that assault-
ing an officer is no laughing matter.’
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‘The officer is.’ Isrin grumbled.
‘I choose not to have heard that. Although I have to admit

Captain Arris is a bit… peculiar. He’s one of the replacements,
you see.’

Isrin did see. It was an open secret that the trouble in the
south took its toll, and the Duchy of Boniawas the one to pay it,
having no border to defend itself. Most of the duchy’s original
troops had by now been transferred to Iorn, and the replace-
ments consisted of those they couldn’t use; mostly anymore,
but there were others as well. Isrin could have sworn the cap-
tain belonged to the latter.

‘Anyway, this isn’t why you are here.’
The captain carefully put down his cup and studied the two

partially filled in forms he had taken from the captain’s desk.
‘I take it, you are actually looking for a runaway and not a

criminal?’
Isrin nodded and the captain stuffed one of the sheets into

the already overflowing waste-paper basket.
‘That leaved one question, though: Why?’
‘Because she has run away,’ Isrin said firmly, ‘and it doesn’t

matter what her chances are. I’ve seen my share of runaways
– if there was anything left to be seen. But I’m not going to tell
her parents that I didn’t do anything because I have simply
given her up.’

A brief, but very uneasy silence ensued, although Isrin was
at a loss why. It wasn’t as if he had asked the commander to
comb the forest, or something to that effect. Once he came to
think of it, he hadn’t asked for anything… yet.

‘Besides, all I need you to do is having the guards at the
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gates keep an eye open for her.’
All of the sudden, the tension was gone. The commander

exhaled in relief; Isrin hadn’t even realised he had been hold-
ing his breath.

‘Well, if that’s all… I guess I can do that. So you think she’s
going to try and hide here?’

‘Not as such,’ Isrin said, ‘there’s reason to believe… She is
heading for the capital. She wants to partake in the trials.’

The captain started laughing, but then he noticed Isrin’s
expression and amusement turned into disbelieve.

‘But she’s a girl! There’s no way they’d ever let her enter
the order.’

‘That’s what we told her.’

*

Laiva put the flask down and grimaced. Stale water was bad
enough, but stale blood was outright vile; at least the moving
stopped it from clogging.

‘Don’t look at me like that.’ she said to Mynor, who had
shot her a glance in answer.

‘You have had all your life to get used to the taste. It’s a
first for me.’

And the last time as well, if she could help it. How could
something being practically the same as blood sausage only
taste so unlike it? Still, it was better than nothing, and the
rabbits had been dead anyway. Going thirsty, while letting the
blood go to waste would just have been stupid. Until the river
she had to take what she could get.
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*

Commander Rowrig had watched the door closing behind Is-
rin and was rummaging his desk for the papers he had been
working on before, when he heard another commotion break-
ing out in the hallway. He halted his search and sighed. Before
he could get out of his chair and seewhat itwas about this time,
however, the large double doors to his office were jerked open
and a tall, dark hairedwoman stormed in, with two guards and
Isrin in her wake.

‘Sorry, sir…’ one of the guards started, but the commander
cut him off with sign of his hand; the woman walked up to his
desk and propped her arms on it.

‘The second inn from here on the forest road has been at-
tacked by bandits. Burned to the ground, no survivors.’ she
said matter of factly, and with a hint of malice in her voice ad-
ded:

‘None of the bandits either.’
Having done her report she took a deep breath and then

cut right to the matter she had really come for.
‘So, what are you doing about my daughter?’
Realisation hit the commander and he fixed his gaze on Is-

rin, who in turn gave him an apologetic look.
‘May I introduce: Commander Rowrig, Aleana Azanee.’

*

The sun was already standing low in the sky when Laiva and
Mynor reached the edge of the forest. Gently the water flowed
past, the wavelets on its surface glittering like gems in the
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evening light. In spring, when the snow up in the mountains
melted and let the waters smell, the bases of the outermost
trees were regularly submerged, but now, in the middle of
summer, the stems were about a metre from the water line.

Laiva, however, didn’t care about that, not now. There was
only one thought on her mind right now; she let her backpack
slide to the ground and dropped lengthwise onto the sandy
ground and drawing in the water in eager gulps. Even at this
time of year the waters of the White Nasir, coming directly
from the mountains, were refreshingly cool, and before long
it had completely satisfied her thirst.

That done, she sat back and took in the view that unfolded
in front of her, then let her eyes wander over the river and
towards the city in the distance with the plains beyond. And
somewhere behind all of that, over the horizon, had to be the
capital. But first things first, and after three days in the same
clothes she first of all needed a bath.

Mynor must have had the same thought and was already
diving into the river, so Laiva quickly stripped out of her
clothes and did likewise. The water felt icy at first, but once
she had submerged herself in it, it felt merely a bit cool. At
any rate it was great to wash all the dirt and sweat off and with
Mynor around she didn’t getmuch chance for standing around
and shivering anyway.

*

In the end Laiva stayed at the river for about an hour. She
cleaned and filled up her water bottle, washed her clothes, as
good as she could without soap, and let them and herself dry
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in a warm summer breeze. Once the sun started to vanish for
good, however, sending out the last of its rays, she knew she
it was time to go. After all she wanted to reach the city on the
same day still.

On the direct route the city would only have been two or
three hours away, but Laiva knew better than to try and cross
the river on her own. There weren’t any fords and while the
current wasn’t strong at all near the shore, in the middle she
would have never stood a chance; you only had to stand on the
bridge and watch the waters to realise what power it had. She
had even once seen a whole tree drifting by, roots, stem and
everything, and it had been going frighteningly fast.

Of course crossing the bridge meant following the river
quite a bit upstream and back to the road. On the upside, it
was only a short way from the bridge to the south gate. It was
nevertheless almost midnight when she finally got there.

Laiva lifted the heavy door knocker of the night doorwhich
had been set into the left of the large oaken double gates, and
let it fall. It hit the door with a bang that sounded as if it
wanted to break down the door, but shortly afterwards there
was the sound of feet shuffling and a small hatch opened at
head hight; about a head and a half above Laiva.

‘Anyone there?’ an annoyed voice creaked.
‘I’m down here…’
Part of an worn and scarred face appeared at the edge of

the hatch and suspiciously eyed down at her and Mynor.
‘Gate’s closed.’ the voice said and banged the hatch shut.

Laiva knocked again.
‘I said gate’s closed.’ the voice creaked again, now sound-
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ing even more annoyed than before.
‘But it’s night and…’
‘That’s why the gate’s closed.’
Oncemore the hatch banged shut. And oncemore Laiva let

the knocker fall against the door. This was getting old fast.
‘What do you even have a night door for, if you won’t open

it at night?’ she snapped at the gate keeper as soon as the hatch
opened again. It was disrespectful talking to an elder like that,
but she didn’t have to be respectful when shewas being scoffed
at like that, or did she?

‘To let people in, but not the likes of you.’
Laiva gave him a blank look. The likes of her?
‘Do you think I’m stupid? I don’t know who or what you

are, but I know a bloody werewolf when I see it. Shove off.’
The hatch banged shut and left Laiva standing baffled.

Mynor a werewolf? Ridiculous. She knocked again, but the
familiar shuffling of feet didn’t come. She tried again, but to
no avail. So much for the famed Raniran hospitality.

She took a few steps backward and slouched down, Mynor
following her example, resting his head in her lap. How could
anyone mistake Mynor for such a beast? She took his head in
both of her hands and tilted it towards her. No werewolf could
ever look like that; there was no malice in his eyes.

That still didn’t help her to get into the city, though. As
if she was going to conquer it on her own; but obviously the
guards preferred watching her from the top of the walls to us-
ing common sense; she could see their dark figures against the
backdrop of the moonlit sky, eyeing through the battlement
now and again.
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In the mean time any number of attackers could scale the
walls and enter the city unseen, of course. The rough hewn
stones had to provide plenty of footholds and thewalls weren’t
really that tall. She had climbed larger trees than that…

‘What do you think?’ she said to Mynor. If the wolf’s look
was any indication, he didn’t think any of it, but, of course, he
didn’t even know what she was talking about.

‘Well, I’m definitely not going camp in front of the city
gate.’

*

The stones did provide plenty of footholds all right, most of
them just happened to bemade for smaller feet thanhers. Nev-
ertheless, she gained height fairly quickly and in a couple of
minutes she had reached half height; then, however, the prob-
lems started. Climbing the wall sapped the strength from her
limbs a lot faster than she was used to from trees and she star-
ted slipping. Not too often, but every slip was dangerous, and
regaining hold cost her even more of her strength.

She pressed close to thewall and allowed herself amoment
of rest. What a stupid, stupid idea. Assuming that she made it
upwithout falling, and assuming thatmaking awide berth and
picking a less well guarded spot actually kept the guards out of
her hair, she was still going to be in the city, at night, without
any of her luggage, hidden under a nearby bush, and without
Mynor, who had stayed with it. What had she been thinking?

Still, halfway up meant the way down was just as long as
the way down, and climbing up was easier after all. This way,
she could at least see where to put her hands. She shifted
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her position, loosened the grip of her left hand and continued
climbing.

*

The second half of the wall took her twice as long as the first,
but in the end Laiva reached the battlement and pulled up into
one of the gaps. She had done it. Her arms feeling worn out
and aching, her hands were scratched and bruised from cling-
ing to the hard stones, but she had made it. On the other side
of the walkway, beyond the wooden railing were the roofs of
the houses, one sitting next to the other like the scales of a
gargantuan fish.

‘Intruder! To arms!’
Laiva turned her head left and right and back again, but all

of the sudden the wall was full of guards, charging at her with
weapons drawn. Only seconds and they be upon her, and they
didn’t look as if they wanted to talk. She couldn’t go right, she
couldn’t go left and she definitely she couldn’t go back down
the wall; there was only one way left. With the power of des-
pair she dashed forward, scaled the railing and jumped.

For a moment she seemed to be flying, but then gravity
got the better of her and she started to drop. The roofs of the
houses seemedmore andmore removed, while the groundwas
closing in faster and faster – and then she crashedhard into the
edge of the roof, the impact knocking the air from her lungs.
For a few seconds she hung from the roof, then she pulled her-
self together and somehowmanaged to get the rest of her body
up as well.
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There was no time for rest, though. Even as she straggled
to her feet, an arrow struck the roof next to her, bouncing off
the tiles with a metal clank. This one might have missed, but
others would find their mark. She scrambled up the slope of
the roof and ran down it on the other side, more arrows whizz-
ing over her head.

Tiles slipped under her feet, turning loose the ones below
them and turning the roof under her feet into an avalanche,
that moved right off the edge. She jumped. Tiles smashed in
the street below, bursting into little pieces upon impact and
provoking angry shouts from a pair of passer-bys. But by then
Laiva had safely landed on the opposite roof and was already
scaling it.

What followed was a wild dash over the roofs of Bonia.
She balanced on the roof ridges at a breakneck pace, stepped
over the gaps between roofs where they were close enough,
or jumped them when they weren’t, but it wasn’t fast enough.
The archers had given up on her, once she had put some
distance between her and the city wall, but the streets were
swarming with guards, blazing torches in their hands and
weapons at the ready.

She knew there had to be someway out of this, but navigat-
ing the rooftops didn’t exactly help thinking clearly and some
of the guards had crossbows; they were just waiting for her
to slow down. What a stupid mess she had gotten herself into
this time. This was evenworse than the time she had stuck her
hand into an anthill and…

Laiva lost her footing. One little moment of inattention,
one misplaced step, and then she was tumbling down the roof,
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the edge coming inevitably closer and closer until the roof
dropped away from under her. She groped for the gutter,
somehow managed to get a grip on it, and for a moment it
seemed as if she had made it; then it gave way. The last thing
she remembered was falling, her fingers still clenched around
the gutter.

*

Laiva opened her eyes to the dirty grey of a new dawn. She
was painfully aware of every patch of her skin and of more
bones than she remembered having, but she was alive and that
was not a small feat considering. Two storeys were more than
enough to fall to to death. Probably; she didn’t exactly have
experience with that.

She experimentally wriggled her fingers and toes, and,
satisfied with the results, sat up. She instantly regretted it.
Everything seemed to revolve around her, her vision blurred
and her head felt far too heavy to keep on top of her body;
she onlymanaged to keep herself from falling over right away,
mostly because she had forgotten how to do that.

Her mind was in no better shape than the rest, with
thoughts racing like wild, but without any direction, running
and circles and spinning as the rest of the world around her.
All she could do was trying to sit still and taking deep, regular
breaths, hoping that everythingwould eventually come to rest
again.

And eventually it did. However long she sat like this, fi-
nally the dizziness subsided and she gradually became aware
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of her surroundings. Despite her body trying to tell her other-
wise, she had to realise that she had been extremely lucky.

The small courtyard she found herself in offered plenty of
opportunity to break your neck. Among the softer things to
crash into were a few stacks of wood, at least softer than the
paved ground, but there also were plenty of large metal vats
and buckets aswell as all kinds of tools with far toomany sharp
edges and points. And instead of landing on any of these, she
ended up in the single soft spot this open air workshop had to
offer: A lone heap of rags, less than two metres in diameter.

She slid down from the heap and onto her feet. Her legs
felt a bit wobbly for a moment, but that passed rather quickly.
More importantly, as far as she could tell she had no broken
bones, no wounds, not even as much as a sprained ankle; she
had been very lucky indeed. Better even, she had even man-
aged to shake off her pursuers.

They had probably been looking for her all over the city,
but she doubted the guards even knew this little courtyard ex-
isted. The irregular pentagon was as secluded as it could get,
completely closed off by windowless walls covered in ancient
ivy. Only the last wall sported a couple of narrow windows, al-
most completely overgrown by ivy as well, and a single door
that, she would bet, was only ever used by those who worked
here.

Fortunately, those workers didn’t seem to be early risers,
but it was high time for her to get out of here nevertheless.
Sooner or later they would show up and she’d rather not have
to explain what she was doing here. The ivy looked strong
enough to bear her weight, but after that night, and in her cur-
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rent state, she’d rather take her chances with the guards than
doing any more climbing. She was lucky once more, though:
The door wasn’t locked.

It opened into a small roomwith a staircase to the right and
three doors, counting the one to the courtyard she had come in
through. The door to the right turned out to lead into a small
kitchen; that one was no use to her. The one opposite to the
courtyard entrance, however, lead into a small shop cramped
from bottom to top with paper.

There were shelves on three walls, shelves under the win-
dow on the fourth and even two more standing freely, all of
them full of any kind of paper imaginable. It came in white, in
yellow, in pink, thin enough to be almost transparent or thick
like cardboard, you name it. She had never seen so much pa-
per in one place and then in so many different forms… It was
overwhelming.

For a couple of moments she was standing in awe, before
she remembered that she should rather get out of here than
waiting for anyone to find her. She sneaked to the door, using
the shelves in the middle of the shop for cover as well as she
could, lest anyone see her through the shop window. There
wasn’t anyone out in the street yet, as far as she could tell, but
with the sun up it could only be a matter of minutes before it
was swarming with people.

The door, however was locked. Not with a bolt either,
but with a big mechanical lock attached somewhat below the
handle. She didn’t even have to try the door, a simple look was
enough to see that it wouldn’t open, but she tried anyway. It
didn’t even budge half a finger wide.
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That was so stupid. Why would anyone use a mechanical
lock anyway? As if such a little latch would stop anything from
getting in; a good push and thewhole thingwould come off the
door. Not that you had toworry about that kind of thingwith a
large shopwindow, but nevertheless. Those things were weak,
expensive and it was damn inconvenient that there was one on
this door. If it had a bolt she’d already be outside by now, but
as thingswere she’d either have to break it orwait for someone
with a key to show up, both of which were likely to get her in
trouble.

Before she could decide on what to do next, however, she
caughtmovement out of the corner of her eye. Someonewas in
the street and was coming for the door. She backed away from
the door and ducked into the shadow of the shop. A moment
later there was a heavy knock on the door.

Laiva held her breath. She had to get out, and she had to
get out now, before the whole house woke up. The kitchen was
a dead end, and climbing the stairs would get her caught only
faster. The only choice left was left was going back into the
courtyard, if she liked it or not.

Before she could open the back-door of the shop, however,
she heard steps descending the stairs on the other side. She
gulped; there was no way to go now. She feverishly tried to
think of something before the door came open and she was
discovered, but there was no way out of this. All she could do
now was trying to hide behind the shelves and hope for the
best. She managed get behind the shelves and threw herself
to the ground, just before she heard the door opening.

At once her body was aching all over again, the pain that
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had dulled down flaring up again. She drew a sharp breath,
but the shopkeeper or whoever had entered the room didn’t
notice, the ongoing knocking drowning every other sound.

She heard a key turning in the lock and then the front door
was opened, accompanied by the ringing of a little bell.

‘How may I be of service, Master…’
Laiva instantly pictured an elderly man with a wrinkled

face, little piercing eyes and balding hair that hadn’t started
to grey yet. Chances weren’t too bad that the real man had at
least some likeness to that; back at home she had sometimes
tried to imagine stranger’s looks from their voices for fun and
usually got it more or less right.

‘I’m irredeemably sorry to have to raise you at such an
early hour, but I have found myself in dire need of your
products and have been referred to you as the best of your
trade in all of this duchy.’

She couldn’t picture anything from that voice. It wasmale,
lower than the other one and with a certain authority to it, but
that was just about anything she could tell. But ‘early hour’?
And who talked like that anyway?

‘You humble me. Can I interest you in some of our fine
white, or did you have something specific on your mind?’

‘Indeed I had. You wouldn’t happen to have something
cerulean?’

Cerulean? Was that even a word?
‘An unusual colour, for sure, but I think I can offer you

something that should fit the bill. If you will follow me.’
Follow? That could either be good or bad. She pushed

herself off the ground, biting back on the pain, that inevit-
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ably followed, and peered through the shelves. An older man,
who looked remarkably likewhat she had pictured him,moved
to the back of the shop and started rummaging in one of the
shelves, a second man following him. He was tall, clad in a
black robe and carried himself with an air of regality that left
little doubt about his high birth.

Much more important, however, was that he hadn’t closed
the door behind it. It stood still wide open, only a metres from
her. She moved around the shelves and closer to the door. It
was so close, she could touch it with her outstretched armnow.

‘Here we go.’ the elderly main said. Laiva thought he was
holding a packet of paper in his hand, though she couldn’t tell
for sure with his back turned towards her. The man in black
looked down, facing the wall. This was as close as it would get;
it was now or never.

She tensed her muscles, the adrenaline coursing through
her bodymaking her oblivious to the pain, andmade a dash for
it. Before anyone had the chance to react she was out of the
door. She turned into the street, and for a moment her eyes
met with those of the man in black, looking over the shoulder
of the shopkeeper, who didn’t seem to have noticed anything.
Was he… smiling at her? But then she rounded the corner and
the eye contact was lost. A few moments later she had van-
ished in the labyrinth of the city’s little alleys.

*

’All right, move along.’
The gate guard stepped back from the cart and let themer-

chant pass, the rumbling of the wheels slowly dying away as it
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rolled north. Traffic was still slow that early, just a few mer-
chants leaving the city before they’d get stuck in the queues
that would inevitably form, now that they’d have to double
check everyone coming or leaving, because of the previous
night.

‘What do you reckon itwas this time? Owl again?’ his coun-
terpart on the other side of the archway asked, as if he read his
thoughts.

‘Nah, Yasin from night patrol says that it was for real this
time. Werewolf or elf or something.’

‘Since when do werewolves climb walls?’
‘Still leaves elves.’
‘Yeah, because they wouldn’t just do some hocus-pocus

and walk through the gate. Besides, aren’t we supposed to be
at peace with them?’

The other guard shrugged.
‘Who cares. All I know is that we are stuck with the angry

folks. I can already hear them complaining about hour-long
waiting times before the gate.’

‘Oh, come on. It was never more than half an hour. And
you should be used to it by now? It’s not like we don’t get that
every other week for some reason or… Was that a wolf?’

‘Not my problem, buddy, I only do outgoing.’

*

The streets seemed to grow more narrow with every step, and
the houses and pavement turned darker and darker with dirt
and grime. Laiva wouldn’t want to live in a place like this,
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but she had the uneasy feeling that the people who lived here
didn’t do so by choice.

And that wasn’t the only uneasy feeling this place gave
her. It was far too quiet. Not the kind of quiet that you got
from people still sleeping, but the quiet of someone holding
his breath, of someone stringing a bow, of someone sneaking
up from behind…

She whirled around, but there was no more behind her
than had been in front, and all she achieved was reigniting the
pain in her head. These little alleys were giving her the creeps;
she should get away from here, as quickly as possible. If only
she knew where exactly she was.

She had thought that she was somewhere in the southern
half of the city, but in that case she should have come across
any of the main streets by now. Either she had gotten farther
in the night than she had thought, or maybe she had lost track
of direction. It was quite possible that the sun wasn’t at all
where she thought it would be. The houses were overhanging
so far around here, that there was hardly a little strip of sky
left between the roofs; hardly enough to guess where the sun
was, much less see it.

She sighed. What sheneededwas a homing spell. Tired and
with an aching head, that was asking no less than a miracle;
that kind of magic was hard enough for her under the best of
circumstances. But she had no choice, had she? And maybe
this was a day for miracles.

She cleared her mind and tried hard to think of the bazaar,
with all the people and the stalls offering exotic spices and pre-
cious gems as well as carrots and apples. She focused on the
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multitude of colours, the red of the tomatoes, the green of cu-
cumbers, the smell of golden honey and roasted chestnuts…

Her tummy rumbled. No, this wasn’t going to work. Be-
fore breakfast, the only thing she would be able to concen-
trate on was, well, breakfast. And that wouldn’t even help her
find an inn, much less the bazaar. Except for home, of course.
Every child learned that at an early age, but then again that
was much easier. But there was no way she was going back
there. On the other hand, all she needed was a direction.

She closed her eyes and concentrated on her home, conjur-
ing up in hermind the image of the house, and started intoning
the syllables, as she had a thousand times before. Before her
inner eye she saw themagic solidifying, taking on the shape of
a little little arrow, spinning around its axis.

She openedher eyes again and, for amoment, she could see
the little arrow of blueish light hanging before her in midair.
Then she was grabbed from behind. Powerful hands twisted
her arms together behind her back and lifted her off her feet,
sending waves of white hot pain through her already bruised
body. She screamed.

‘Stuff that crybaby’s mouth!’ a voice said from behind.
Three grubby looking youths stepped into view, several years
older and half a head taller than her. Even being in pain,
she couldn’t help but feel revolted at their appearance. Their
greasy hair looked as if it hadn’t seen a comb in life, and both
their skin and the rags that hanging off them were covered in
a layer of grime that rivalled that on the ground.

The one in the middle was pulling an even dirtier piece
of cloth from one of his pockets, crumpling in together into
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what looked suspiciously like a gag. Only seeing it was enough
to make her retch. Where were the guards when you needed
them?

The boy stepped up to her, leaned in – and Laiva kicked him
between his legs with all the power she could muster. That
send another wave of pain through her body, but better that
than getting anything that vile even close to her mouth. Be-
sides, seeing the boy curled on the pavement and crying in
pain was worth it. Who was the crybaby now?

She only got a short reprieve, though. The other two were
already advancing from the sides, and the grip behind her back
tightened even more. But she was past the point where she
cared about pain anymore. She was kicking and thrashing like
wild, holding her torturers at distance, but unable to break
free from the one holding her. Finally, she threw her feet as
far up as she could, and then slammed her them backwards,
adding the momentum of her whole body.

One foot hit only air, but the other struck true. Near her
head there was a cry, and then she was being dragged to the
ground. But the grip had loosened. She rolled to the side, and
in no time was back on her feet, for the first time facing all
four of her attackers. The one that had been holding her was
a grown up, with mean looking eyes in a brutal face and the
build of an bear.

She had no time to dwell on his features, though. All of
them were already back on their feet and advancing at her.
She grabbed for her dagger – and found it gone. The shock
had to have shown on her face, for the four stopped and the
large one thrust out his right hand, pointing at her with her
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daddy’s dagger.
‘Oh, has the little farm girl lost her toy?’ he mocked her,

but he might as well not. Laiva was furious. How could they
dare? This dagger had been passed down in the family for gen-
erations. She’d have liked to rip them in little pieces for even
touching it, let alone threatening her with it. They were going
to pay for that; she would make them pay for that, no matter
what. She clenched her fists and tensed her whole body like a
spring, readying herself for attack.

At this moment the man toppled over, as if he had been
pushed from behind. He smashed lengthwise onto the ground
and the dagger slipped from his grasp, skidding over the
cobbles towards her, while something large and grey jumped
over the body and landed to her right.

Laiva hunkered downnext toMynor and scratched him be-
hind the ears, while collecting the dagger with her other hand.
Then she slowly stood back up.

Mynor lowered his head, until it was level with back and
tail, bared his teeth and let go a low growl. She gave the four a
broad smile and said only one word: ‘Run.’ And run they did.

Once they were out of sight she sheathed the dagger. The
smile dropped from her face and was replaced with a blend of
pain and exhaustion. She slumped down onto the ground and
hugged Mynor, holding him tight.

*

Mynor behaved as if he felt quite at home in the city, which
came as both a surprise and relief to Laiva. With everymoment
the streets grew wider and the houses more friendly. After a
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while they also started meeting people. Few at first, but the
trickle quickly turned into a drizzle and before long therewere
whole streams of people, some shooting them strange looks,
but most ignoring them.

Then, after a few handful of minutes the stream of people
suddenly poured out into the open, into the large sea of people
that was the bazaar. Laiva didn’t even notice until a market
stand suddenly appeared in front of her and she was almost
shoved into the display.

There were the reddest and most delicious looking toma-
toes right in front of her, and shehad to count every coin. Then
again she could probably afford to spend an iron or two… She
was just reaching for her purse when the owner of the stall
turned towards her and bellowed:

‘Hands off, you dirty street-rat.’
Dirty? She had thoroughly cleaned herself in the river the

evening before! And what kind of insult was street-rat? She
shoved her purse back, deep into her pocket, gave the man
a look of her own, raised her head, turned on her heels and
strode off, leaving him standing dumbfounded.

Things went downhill from there. Most merchants sus-
piciously watched her every movement, others were outright
hostile and shooed her away. This wasn’t how the bazaar was
supposed to be. It should have been a place of wonder, with
one strange object next to the other and each corner turned
an adventure in its own right. With merchants giving her odd
fruits and bits of colourful candy. That’swhat she remembered
the bazaar like. That’s what it had been like whenever daddy
had taken her here. Not like this.
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The wares were all here, of course, as was the multitude of
scents that went along with them, but instead of the wonder-
land of her dreams it now was a cold place, full of unfriendly
people. Somehow she felt betrayed. She also was starting to
feel desperate. The plan – her plan – had been to go to the
bazaar, find a merchant going to the capital and in need of an
extra pair of hands, and hire herself out in exchange for food,
a place to sleep and a handful of coins. That’s what the elder
boys did, when they left the village to see the world – and even
though she was still a few years younger than was traditional,
she was tall for her age and could work hard.

But how was she going to find somebody to take her along
when all the merchants just wanted to get rid of her? And how
was she supposed to get to the capital on her own? Even if she
lived on what she caught, her money wouldn’t last her much
more than halfway to the capital. If she only knew what she
had done to draw this scorn.

‘Hello there.’
The call startled her and she raised her head ever so

slightly – but then she realised that she couldn’t possibly have
been meant. She scowled; nobody in the city had spared a
single kind word for her, so why expect that to change now
all of the sudden?

‘Now, now, you aren’t going to ignore old Niry, are you?
That would be quite rude, you know.’

Laiva stopped in her tracks and slowly turned around.
Someone bumped into her, but she hardly even noticed; her
attention was focused on the man who had indeed meant her.
On the man and his pair of beady eyes that seemed to see right
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through her. Behind her a stream of cussing ensued and was
subsequently silenced by a low growl, but she still didn’t do as
much as blink.

‘Everything all right, lass?’ the man finally asked.
‘I… I’m sorry, sir. I didn’t mean to offend you, sir.’ she

stammered. She cast her gaze down and added, almost whis-
pering:

‘I’m truly sorry, sir.’
Her Mummy would have been ashamed of her. First ignor-

ing the man and then staring at him like that. As if she didn’t
have any manners at all.

‘Look at me, lass.’
Obediently she lifted her head, somewhat, and nervously

glanced at the man’s face. But he didn’t look angry at all. Not
even unfriendly. In fact he sported awide andwarm smile, and
even his eyes that only moments before had been piercing like
cold steel were now warm and welcoming.

‘If I had known you’d take it to heart like that… And don’t
call me no “sir”. It’s “Niry”. No “Master”, no “Sir”, just “Niry”.
Not a drop of blue blood in this one, you can trust me on that.’
he said, and then chuckled in such a disarmingly honest way,
that Laiva couldn’t help but smile.

‘Ah, who would have guessed that there is a smile hiding
under all this gloom. And what a pretty one at that. A pretty
smile on a pretty face.’

She basked in those words. It was a simple compliment,
for sure, but she could tell it was heartfelt, and it felt so good
to hear a few kind words. The first ones all day – or in days,
actually. Which in turnmadeher a tad uneasy. Whynow? Why
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him?
‘May I ask a question, si… Niry?’
‘Go ahead.’
‘Why do you treat me so…’ she started, and then stopped.

What was she to say? ‘Normal’? She couldn’t say that. That’d
sound completely awkward.

‘Well, the others around here are mean.’ she said accus-
ingly.

‘Callingmenames, chasingme away, givingme funny looks
at best. It’s completely unfair. I… I haven’t done a thing to
them. And I don’t steal!’

She had hurled the last few words out rather than said
them, her voice having risen in pitch and volume while her
tongue had been all tripping in the attempt to say everything
at once, and…

And then there was silence. Not the silence of two people
not talking in the middle of a busy bazaar, but the silence of
many people stopping in their tracks at once and turning their
burning gazes on her. All of the sudden she felt very hot and
extremely uneasy.

Maybe she had overshot her target a bit. Some people were
bound to take offence on what she had said – even tough she
had every right to complain – and, considering that she had
been talking about his colleagues and very likely his friends,
Niry was no exception to this. She flinched at that thought.

Niry, however, just smiled bemusedly and aimed a
‘Move along, nothing to see.’ at the audience. Slowly the

people slowly started moving again, even though Laiva was
definite several of themwere lurking nearby, just in case. Niry
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had tohavenoticed themaswell; for he boweddown toher and
said:

‘What about we go and find some place quieter and then
you can tell me everything; eh, lass?’

*

The somewhere quieter in questionwas a small pub at the edge
of the bazaar. The sign in the front had advertised it as the
‘Silver Wagon’, although the flaking off silver letters gave a
much more accurate idea of the kind of place it was.

As far as Laiva was concerned it was a disgrace to every
proper inn and pub. The place was dark, foul smelling and
dirty. She wouldn’t have set one foot inside on her own, but
she didn’t want to make more of a fuss than she already had.
Niry had been nothing but nice to her so far and she didn’t
really want to test the limits of his patience. She wanted an-
swers, but she needed to talk to a merchant even more. This
was what she had come to the city for in the first place. He was
her best shot.

Meanwhile, Niry had settled for a table near the window.
He waited for her to sit down, then took the place across from
her and signed the barkeeper. Mynor made himself comfort-
able under the table.

‘So, what you’re having lass?’
Laiva hesitated. Her fundswere rather limited as theywere

and if she couldn’t find someone to sign on with she would be
strapped for every last iron. On the other hand it would have
been impolite not to drink anything and she hadn’t had any-
thing but the brackish water in her bottle all day.
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‘I think I’m having tea.’ she finally said, settling on the
cheapest option. Maybe she even got lucky and they wouldn’t
charge anything for it.

Niry raised an eye brow.
‘Ah, come on lass, you can’t be serious.’
She wasn’t sure if he was being amused or offended.
‘I happen to like tea…’
‘Nonsense.’ he told her and the barkeeper ‘Make that ale

and hot Jala.’
The barkeeper rushed off.
‘Don’t look at me like that. You’ll like it. Trust me.’
‘That’s not…’ she started, but didn’t get any further before

Niry cut her off once more.
‘Look, lass, do you want me to look like a miserable

cheapskate? What are people to say if I treat my guests to no
better than tea?’

‘You don’t… Wait, guests? But I can’t possibly…’
Niry silenced her with a stern look.
‘Naturally you can. I invited you, didn’t I? See, that simple.

And I bet you don’t have much coin for throwing around
either, do you?’

Laiva shook her head; she couldn’t argue with that.
‘Thought so. Ah, here it comes.’
He was right. She had been to occupied with her dilemma

to even notice, but there was the barkeeper with a pair of
mugs, onewith awhite crownof foamandone steaming, which
he set down in front of her before retreating to the counter.

She took the mug and carefully sniffed. It smelled like the
promise of sweet rain during a drought, of spring blossoms on
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a dark winter evening, of fresh snow on a hot summer day and
then some. It smeller so good, she hesitated to taste it, for
nothing could ever keep up to such a promise. Then did took
a sip and it did, and before she realised there wasn’t so much
as a drop left.

Only then did she realise that Niry was watching her, and
probably had all the time. All of the sudden, her head was get-
ting all hot fromamixture of the hot drink and the blood flush-
ing into her face. How could she forget her manners like this?

But Niry only gave her a broad smile, and said ‘I told you
you’d like it, didn’t I?’

‘Yes, it’s… incredible.’
‘Comes from the north. The recipe is somewhat of a secret,

I’m told, but I gather it’s mostly Jala berries. Taste nothing like
this, of course. A bit like wine, I guess.’

Laiva nodded. She had eaten wine berries once and they
had been nothing like the stuff that ended up in the bottles.

‘But we didn’t come to ponder the secrets of Jala, did we?’
There was a rather and rather uncomfortable pause with

her fiddlingwith the emptymugwhile trying to figure out how
to start. The last time hadn’t gone too well, after all, and she
could really do without another outburst.

Before she had decided on anything to say, however, Niry
broke the silence.

‘You were wondering why everyone treated you like a
thief, weren’t you?’

She nodded. It was far easier if he said it than her.
‘Well, I don’t know how to tell, but you look the part, I’m

afraid.’
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She did what?!
‘I’m not…’
‘Calm down, calm down. I didn’t say you were one of them.

But just look at you. You are quite a bit past clean, your clothes
look like you’ve been sleeping in them, and quite frankly I’ve
know better groomed hair than yours called a mess.’

Laiva cast her gaze down. Did she really look that bad? She
had cleaned up yesterday, but a lot had happened since that.

‘Oh, don’t give me that, lass. Come on, gibe me a look.’
Laiva hesitantly lifted her gaze.
‘There, that’s better. You mightn’t look at your best for

now, but that’s nothing some water and a comb can’t fix, I’m
sure. If the others would have lookedmore closely, they would
have noticed, but looking closer can be risky, you know. Plenty
of kinds out in the streets just waiting for a chance. Those in
gangs are the worst, of course, stealing everything that isn’t
bolted down and then some.’

He was right, of course. Merchants had to make a living,
too. She could hardly hold it against them if they tried to pro-
tect their wares from thieves, could she? But it was still unfair.
And it didn’t explain one thing.

‘Why did you take the risk then?’
‘Ah, call me naturally curious. Plus I have a quick eye.

Your clothes are far too good for one of them, you see. And,
of course, that wolf of your is a dead giveaway.’

‘Mynor isn’t mine. He’s just… a friend.’
‘Well, well. In this case, let’s just say a fabulous friend like

yours wouldn’t band up with a lowly thief, would he?’
‘No, probably not.’
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Unless that thief happened to be her, she thought. She
wasn’t quite sure where that had come from, but it felt right.

‘So, now that we have that out of the way, why don’t you
satisfy my curiosity and tell me a little about you. Like your
name, for starters. You have me at an advantage there.’

‘I haven’t told…?’
No, she hadn’t.
‘My name is Laiva. Laiva Etheril Azanee.’
‘Well, that’s quite a name you got there.’
‘I… think so?’ Well, it obviously was a name.
‘I mean it’s long. Most people I come across can’t be

bothered with more than one. But never mind. It suits you.
More to you than first look tells, eh?’

‘Thank you. I think.’
Niry gulped down the last of his ale, then looked at her

likewise empty mug, as if trying to remember how that had
happened.

‘Where are my manner. Here I talk and talk and you don’t
have a single drop left. Well, we’ll see to that.’ he finally said,
then turned signed the barkeeper to bring another round.

‘So, lass, what brings you to Bonia? And why are you
rumpled like that?’

The barkeeper switchedmugs and left oncemore. That left
her a few moments to figure out what to tell. She didn’t want
to lie, but she could hardly admit that she had broken in the
city with have the guard on her tail, could she.

‘Well, I had a bit of a run-in with a few guards on entering
the city… And then I lost my way and got mobbed by, well, I
guess it could have been those thieves. ButMynor chased them
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all off and they ran like scared chickens!’
He glanced at Mynor, stretching demonstratively under

the table, before giving him a look of his own.
‘So you came here all alone from… You are from one of the

forest villages, aren’t you?’
Laiva only nodded in between large gulps of Jala. This was

so good; the most amazing thing she had ever tasted.
‘So, you are from Pala? Deres? Koto?’
She put the mug down.
‘From Pala, actually. But I wasn’t alone. I had Mynor.’
‘Naturally. I was just wondering what you were doing here

all alone… with… Mynor, that is.’
‘Well… Actually, I’m looking for someone going to the cap-

ital. To sign on with… You aren’t by chance going there and in
need of an extra pair of hands?’

Niry was giving her an incredulous look. She countered
with a desperate smile.

‘But you’re… I mean, aren’t you a bit young for that? And
your people are surely worried out of their minds with you
running away.’

‘I didn’t… exactly… It’s not as if they care. They are mean!’
And shewas not going back. No. Way. But Niry only looked

at her and shook his head.
‘You know, lass, the only right thing for me to do’, he said

deliberately, ‘would be dragging you to the guard this instant.’
‘But… you won’t?’
He sighed.
‘No. I doubt it would make a difference, even if I managed.

And I seriously doubt I would, especially with your… friend.
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Not to mention that you are my still my guest.’
‘I should probably go now…’, Laiva replied, already half off

the bench. Niry, however, put a hand on his arm and gave her
a sad smile.

‘I’ll go. You stay and to finish your Jala.’
And with this he stood up and went to the counter in the

back, where he exchanged a few words and coins with the bar-
keeper. So, this had been her best chance of getting to the
capital. Too young… It was only because she was a girl. Well,
she would show them… Somehow.

‘Just one more thing’, Niry said, stopping on the way to the
door, ‘I know people stick together in the forest, but people in
the plains, and especially in the cities, aren’t like that.

You see, most of those kids living on the streets never had
a choice, but you have one, lass. Use it. It would be a shame
for you to end up like them… or worse. You have a place where
you belong and nothing is worth throwing that away. Just go
to the guard, they’ll get you back home safe and sound.

And just because I know you won’t listen to reason, I told
the barkeeper to give you some soup. Just about what I said,
will you?’

The worst, of course, was that she couldn’t even be mad at
Niry. He was simply too nice for that.
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